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Fud for this project were provided by both the National Park

Service and Trinidad State Junior College. Dr. Wilfred D. Logan &

Jackson V. Moore, Jr. of the National Park Service. Midwest Region

have .. continued their fait.h in my abilities. Mr. Carl R. .alk -

alI" of that office, has given me mn-ra -et, understanding, and

guidance in this and other archaeological endeavors. Those of

assistance at Trinidad State Junior College include Guy C. WDs,

President, Ray F. gold, Business Manager and Heil H. Cox, Plant

Frank Frasier, University of Colorado, provided ptorwi

analysis of certain lithic materials. Through Frank 4r-M ON. s -

viots erroneous reporting can be corrected. I previously reported

an indigenous material comoly utilized for chipped ston iplments as

-3basalt (Ireland 1970).* This black to gray stone is shale that ha. under-

gone contact metamophism and is properly called hornfels or argillite

.1.

(the tern used here).

Te 1970 students and volunteers included Robin Ashbaugh, Marlene

0ielioms, Maddy Couture,* Cathy Daniel,* Willard Louden,* Michelle Machose.

Ralph Marsh, Jack Traeger, Peter Traeger, and Caztl Wood. They as"i this

report possible. My "right had" was Xx. ftth Henritse. Toth acted

an laboratory director. was responsibLe for the onsological. analysis

and was, on omcaion, pressed Into service in the field. Since the

*: 1970 field work Caza1 Wood, with the aid of Dr. a. W. Gil1 of the
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naiversity of Wyomjcing has analyzed the human osteological specimens

f"oM site TCsC9:302. The basic data for this material is presented

here. A complete analysis of all human osteological specimen from the

inidad Reservoir region by Cazyl is in progress. Caryl, Robin Ashbaugh,

Victoria Paradiso and Judith Sandioval have drawn the maps and illustra-

timn presented here.

Mhe analysis of ceramic materials presented here is mine. gut

previous exiiaMation of Trinidad area ceramics by Steward Peckhm of the

*.MM of Nw Nsiico Research Laboratory, Santa Fe and Dr. Robert Z. Bell

of the University of fklahoma have provided a foundatio for that analysis.
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If a successful field school is measured in term of dirt moved,

then the 1970 Trinidad State Junior College Archaeological Field School

was the least successful in this institutions history. I m idealistic

enough to believe that excavation is only one of the initial steps in arch-

aeologyr that at minimum, a site report acceptable to~professional archae-

olog4ts is prokiced.n I belleve that minimum requirements for the 1970

field activities is met here.

IThe conditions under which the data for this report were collected

and analyzed were less than ideal. Far fever students than I had anticipated

enrolled for the 1970 program. None of the students or volunteers involved

were, prveet for the duration of the field season.

Sites TC:C9:-23 a TC:aC9:.24 were destroyed by Dam construction

activities before we could test them. Both of these sites were excavated

by Gales Baker in 1963 under a yet to be satisfied National Park Service

contract. Though site reports for these sites are presented here, I had

hoped to gain an intimate first hand knowledge of each by personally

working within them.

Because of difficulties with the private owners of land within the

Trinidad Reserwoir area, the 1970 field work was delayed. Final settle-

mst beteen the ownes a the U.*S.* Corps of Engineers had not yet been

made and many owners were unwilling to cooperate with a National Park Service

salvage archaeology project. Permission to excavate TC: C9:20 a T: C9: 40

In the 1970 field season could not be secured. Permission to emoavate

IC, C9a 9S (MM:C9 1) was granted in late July, 1970,* by the Seba brothers.



he 1970 excavation Of TC: C9 :98 was begun with sub-minimtal
documentatiou of previo_ cavation. in fact, original notes, map

£*aotcgi and/or artifacts from this site us veil as from other excavated

Reservir area sites (1TCS9:20, TVC:9:23, TC:C9t24# and TC-.C9:1L021 and

V ~from Other Las Aimes County, Colorado sites were sent to me as late as
May 25, 1972. Most of these mterias were sent after the 1970 field work.
the late xreept of the mterials Occurred despite my requets for their

ret'r that pre'-date the Sumer Of 1970- '&is imcooperativenes. of Ma.e

9.

Snker necessitated the reanailygis Of IV:C9:M, TC:C9:23 and 1C:C9:24 and,,
thus, the re-ri Of this report.

.. ough not included in the contract, a portion of the 1s70 field
season was spent at C:C9::302. Two huse :Crias were rM 9ved f2m this

-Site beus, of iminent datrction by gravel operations. 2he Lseoe Sand

& Gravel Co2any was met coopertaive and saved their heavy edijmit to an

adjacent area Upon the initial discovery of human bones.
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TC:C9: 9B

1This prehistoric archaeological site is within the boundaries of the

Trinidad Reservoir and is situated on the same alluvial terrace

as TC:C9: 9 (Fig. 1). The geographical and environmental settinq has been

described elsewhere (Ireland 1970, 1971). Approximately 80 feet separate

the two structures: TC:C9:93 being east-northeast of TC:C9:9. Situated on

the first level geographical prominence above the flood plain of the

Purgatoire River (second alluvial terrace), the elevation of Tc:C9:9B is

ca.6,230 feet above sea level.

This site has a succession of designations. initially the sites on

this terrace weu known collectively as the Leone Bluff Sites (LBS). This

particular site was LBS Feature F of Area IV. Unfortunately, Galen Baker

left no master map of the terrace to precisely differentiate between the

various areas and features. A later designation for this particular struct,

wre, also used by Galen l aker, was TC:C9:10. In July, 1970, 1 gave it yet

another number (TC:C9%9i4 because at that time I was uncertain of the

proper previous designations. Since the completion of the 1970 field

work, Baker has returned materials to Trinidad State Junior College to veri

the above information. The most recent number will be retained here.

Baker's original grid system for TC:C9: 9B was not utilized in 1970. InsteW

,he five foot horizontal grid system from TC:C9:9 (which was Galen Baker's)

was extended to cover the TC:C9:93 area.

A cw of six students excavated in and around the structure from

July 3 to July 23, 1963. Despite the fact that I have listed the author-

ship of the 1963 field notes for I:C9tl0, TCsC9:23, and T7:C9t24

a"leker et.al.", I have no indication that it was anyone but "et. al."

--



Zn Ny opinion the treatment (or lack there of) of this site (and others

in the Trinidad region) by Galen Baker is inexcusable. Had the 1963 excavation

of this site been handled in a professional manner, there would have been no

. need for the 1970 excavations. our field work at TC:C9:9B occurred bet-

ween July 31 and August 20, 1970. I personally supervised 100% of the 1970

excavations.

Architectural Features

Field notes and maps of TC:C9s9B (Baker, et. al. 1963a) are sparse and

conflict oan architectural details. Maps and notes taken early in the 1963

season postulate a single ovoid m, -walled room, while later notes and maps

claim a room with a contiguous ud wall to account for a second

anid possibly .athird room (Fig. 2). The 1963 documentation is sub-minimal.

Imy o vations in 1969 revealed low rounded rides of dirt in the

excavated portions of this site. The placement of these ridges corresponded

with the mad walls of the later drawn maps of this site. My quick trowling

rough portims of three of these ridges did not substantiate the presenve

of md walls.

All of the 1970 excavation of TC:C9 9B was particularly sensitive to

the possible existence of mud walls. Excavation in adjacent areas where

-W"alls" should have continued and, finally, careful troweling through

thees dirt ridges failed to confirm the presence of mad walls at TCtC99B.

These "walls" had been carved out of the fill of the jacal structure des-

cubed below. The "floor" of the 1963 excavations was also fill in most

aures-.

-7-
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Figure 4.

Figure 4. TC:C9:9B, looking north, 1970.
Steel pins mark in !jItS posts. Purgatoire
River and Colorado Highway 12 in background.



The 1970 excavations revealed a round sinqle-roomd jacal or wattle

and daub structure (Figs. 3-4i. The superstructure had burned and

consequently "burned" the soil floor. This floor was slightly depressed

in its center. The outer limits of the burned floor are irregular but nearly

circular in outline. As determined by the presence of four in situ peri-

meter posts, the inside diameter of the jacal structure is ca. 16 feet.

To judge from the positions of these posts relative to the fire-reddened

floor surface, the burning superstructure fell inward upon itself.

This, however, does not explain the concentration of ash located in

Grid 37A; inuediately to the west of the structure. It is assumed that this

ash came from a source other than this jacal structure; perhaps from a stack

of firewood or yet another structure such as a dryinq rack although no evid-

ence for either alternative was discovered.

In 1970, three other in situ posts were located adjacent to the center

of the house structure. These charred posts are interpreted as center

posts. Two additional pieces of wood, also interpreted as center posts,

were distrubed by recent rodent activity which obliterated the assumed post

holes (molds). Each of the seven posts and two possible posts was charred

along most of its presented length. The fact that the butt (socketed) end

of each post was charred probably indicates this end of each post was placed

in a fire before its final placement. Whether the purpose was to trim

* splinters, fire-harden or both is uncertain. The basic data for each of the

-11
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dma specimens collected from TC:C9:9B is presented below.

Grid Length Max. Dia. Type Coments

(cm.) (ca.)

39AA-3998 15.2 14.7 Ponderosa Pine?? Center post
39AA 5.6 3.8 Juniper Center post
38M 15.8 19.4 Juniper Center post
3833-3938 16.2 12.5 Juniper Possible center

post
39Z 19.0 10.2 Pinyon Possible center

post
38CC 11.3 4.5 Juniper Peripheral post
39Y 18.3 5.5 Pinyon Peripheral post
39Y 4.2 2.8 Pinyon Peripheral post
39Y 3.8 1.9 Pinyon ? Peripheral post
39B 9.1 1.4 Pinyon ? From superstructure?

The house floor was 11-17 inches below the soil surface. The fill of

the house contained a significant volume of oxidized clay and charcoal

espcialyin the lower 6 inches or so. The amount of charcoal and a.Iidi

clay (some with impressions of wooden elements 1-2 cm. in diameter) declined

rapidly outside of the house structure.

In 1970, twelve slabs of sandstone that had been-shaped by man werea

recovred frm TC:C99B. These tabular pieces of stone had been shaped in

their outline only--there is no evidence of incising or abrasion of either

flat surface of any specimen. Each of the slabs is reddened and blackened

by fire, but whether this was done prior to or during the burning of the

house is not certain. Thus, whether these stones functioned as so-called

"griddle stones", as part of the superstructure (smoke hole cover or roof

patch) or both is unclear.

No firepit was defined at TC:C9:9B in either 1963 or 1970. However,

in 1970 an area disftbed by rodents was found immediately north of'the

S-12-
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center of the house floor. the fill of ths rodent den contained a

particularly high volume of small chunks of charcoal and a very low volume

of oxidized clay. tisi rodent den measured 31 X 20 inches at the floor and

. may represent a disturbed (and enlarged) firepit. If such a firepit zistedr

- it would have measured less than 20 inches in diameter and less than 6 inches

in depth. there was no evidence of a raised mad collar around the cir-

mference of the presumed firepit.

Te only other f loor features attributable to TC:C93 are twomotateN.

the specimen hom Grid 40M was overtuzned while the one from Grid 40M was

found vorhing surface upright.

A lateral ent-away facing the east or adjacent compass points was

a-tcipated. Unoever, such was not defined. Perhaps the shaped sandstOne

slab found at floor level in grids 3M and 3933 represents the cover for

a roof ent -*/mke hole.

-oJ
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Excevational sary

In order to conform to my previous report an excavation in

the Tinidad Reservoir atea, the following summary form vll be

used. he jacal structure is here called Feature I and a separate,

but adjacent test trench is calld Feature 2.

TA'e of feature: Single jacal or wattle and daub room.
,-'. acavated bys

Galen a. Baker Season worked:
Stephen . Ireland 1963

1970
Plans

Form: Circalar.
Size: Inside diameter ca. 16 feet.

UhWlls/r~oof:

Comstructio: Jacal (Wttle and dab).
Stadn heights 3 Inches (oharred. __ s pe r post).
Probable Jheght: 5-4 feet.

Wall Opeas : No doo defined. Anticpated lateral xended dooewy,
but no evidence ow suf. atmee my have been acmbied with
smoke bole in roof. We vmtLlato defined either.

Floor: Shallow (6 Inch) -hnaor.-eped depression In gromd. Original
soil pzprtmon probably consisted of stripping of sod and ese
soil. No evidence of puddling.

Poet boles: 2ares charred Genter poets and four perimeter poets JA
s9LIM. Zn addition. t charred wooden elemente In boles were
located nea the center of the stmrm e-nterpreted as center

* poets Mich hav een disutbed by rodents.

Fire pit: Emm defined. Uw'er, a rather large rodent den in the
center of the floo my represent a distured and enlarged fire
pitw. If so, it would have been ls than 20 inches i diameter
and less than 6 inches In depth. here was no evidence of a mad
collar around this rodet den.

Other floor details: hm metates and two hage sandstone slabs which
-, have functioned as "giddle stones" /or smoke hole cover.FT Lack of evidence for additional peripheral poets my be due to

uhalmmea of bole end/or substantial rodent activity.

fill: Ver 3-4 1/2 Indies-I s layer with same artifacts and flecks
-I'



of charcoal. srh aproaiuately 8-14 inches below this
(don to floor level) was a very hard, coapact sandy
wind-blown alluvium. lte 5-6 inch" above floor level
aontained the majority of culturally derived material.

BMazrks 2adent activity was substantial and evident at all
excavated levels. Sructtare burned and aandoned.

Feature 2

Type of feature: L-shaped tost trench.

Location: SH of jacal structure; betveen it and structure of
-:MC9:9

Nsmavated bys Season worked:

Stephen K. Ireland 1970

Sizs
Widths 15 feet N-S (grids 37W, 37X&37Y)
Length: 15 feet 3-V (grids 35, 36 NA 37W).
Depth: 12 Anches'below soLl .su face in grids 37XS37Y;

6 inches in other grids.

"per 3-4 inches wae haus layer. Reaming excavated depths were a
very haz# aspat sandy wind-blown alluvium. Sparse charcoal and
occasoal lartifact at various depths with no apparent cultural
stratigraphy.

omarks: Less rodent activity than in and imediately adjacent to
jacal structure . No evidence of architecture despite several
sandstmne slabs on 1970 soil surface. Did not excavate deep
enough to locate aboriginal soil surface/use surface. Unable
to associate the few artifacts Erm this trench to any specific

tzucture because of lack of cultural stratigraphy in the trench
md the multiple occupations of this terrace.

-is-



ARTIFACT ANALYSIS AMD CLAMSIPXCATICK

The method of artifact analysis and the presentation of data

*omfb to previous reporting (see Ireland 1970).* Th. artifacts

recoeredfrom this site prior to 1970 ar, incorporated here. See

Fig. 5 for illustrations.

CipdSte Artifacts

Thirty-three chipped stone artifacts fromt IC:C9 :95 are on deposit

at Trinidad State Junior College* wety-nine are made of azillite.

two of obsidian. mne of chleoyand mne of quartiaite.

Trianaum Siden______Pro _I Points

Only three specimens of this type were recovered from this

site. noe maziiin width ot each was below the diagena notches (near

the base) - Th basal outline for tw is slightly convex. -of these two,,

one posseosses a single notch as does the third specimen. The tw with

a single side notch mar be unfinished.

Lbriagular Corner-notched Pmiectile Pointsg

2be two specimuas of this type were both frgentary but cplete

maceh to saely place in this category. One possessed, a straight base

whuile the basa outline of the other was slightly convex.



Figure 5
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St.umnd Projectile Points

One projectile point froi TC:C92SS possessed a definite basal

stm with an otherwise triangular outline.

Projectile Points too Fragmentary to Sub-categorize

Each of the four artifacts of this type was broken across its

basal portion in such a way that it can not be determined whether it
was s/4e-ot.he, coznor-notched or stemd. All presented a txiangula

outline.

Projectile Points or Knives

Each of the niM speclaens placed in this category were frag-

,mtaxy and dsometrated no evidence of notches. 2res of the we

nearly omelete and could not have had notabos. tue basal outlines

of three wee slightly caoa Y one was greatly oOnvw. FouZ were highly

frznazy nd may represent either notched or unnotabhd points. fte

esainLag artifact in this category is roughly triangular in outline with

bifacial secondary chipping only an its tip.

Nives

All five specimens placed in this category poesess at least am

bifacially dhipped edge. The general outline of each was triangular to

inc-triangular. Me t oplets specineas have slightly conven bases.7 nae has secondazy chipping cm both fa-es of all edges while the other .

-19-'
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possesses the striking platfom and has secondary chipping on one face

one side and on both faces of the base. Two of the three fragmentary "-

specimens are bifacially chipped on all edges present; the third is

chipped on only one face of one edge. None of these five artifacts were

placed in the projectile point or knive category because of their

large size.

Drills

the original field notes (Bakr et.al. 1963a) document the

presence of a drill at TC:C9:9. This specimen is not on deposit at

T.S.J.C., but a description and sketch reveal its type (flared base),

meazurmnts, and provenience. It was found in the fill.of the struc-

teo. Its petrographic composition is not documented.

Scrapers

The cue srpW frE this site possessed only mne working edge-

al.g its greatest dimension or side. The unifacially chipped implment

was made from a sizeable core of argillite and possessed no special

shape or outline.

Utilized Flakes

Right specimens have been placed in this category. All are of

arlzVlite and all demonstrate their utilization as tools through scarring

an ane or more of their edges. The missing use flakes from seven of

-20-,I
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thee indicate their use as a knive 0t cutting tool while the eighth

wa.. probably used in a scraping notion. None show any indication of

intentional formation of the tool into a predetermined form. in fact,

one possesses a striking platform and one has a portion of one edge that

was rounded by erosion (nodules of argillite can be found in the Pur-

gatoire River and in Pleistocene gravel deposits in this area).

-21-



K-I

1.

UV-2 -I

Pl-ID0-, UIP-I

Feature 2 t SN-I, PK-2
Surf*e Collection# CN-I,T-lPK-2,K-l,UF-l
h"Exact Provenience Unknownt SN-1, PK-1

TCjC~g -- Grossm Provenience of Chipped Stone Artifact.

IN Side-Notched points (total 3).
* cm Corner-Notched pointa (totals2).

St Stained points (totalt1).
1I Points Too Framentary to sub-categorise (totalo4).
PR Points or Knivem (total:9).
K Knives (total. S)
D Drills (totalal).
Se Scrapers (total 1).
UF Utilized Flakes (Totalt).

Naeurqmmntu in am.*

TIpe I w th Grid-Depth Material Cc-Monte

SN *.0 1.4+ 0.3 39Y F.L. Argillito

aN 1.4+ 1.1+ .3 36W A.F. Argillite Single notch
ON 1.5 1.3 0.3 SPU --- Argillite Single notch
CH 1.9+ 1.3 0.3 40CC X. Argillite
C. 1.6 1.2 0.4 41AR F. Argillite

St 2.1 1.0 0.3 39Z A.F. Argillite
TIP 1.1+ 1.0+ 0.3 399 F.L. Argillito

TV 1.4+ 1.0 0.3 45Y S. Arillite

TVP 1.5+ 1.2+ 0.4 41AA P. Argillite

*A plum (W) sign indicates a measurement of an incoqplete or fraqmentary
specimen.

*' B.-Surface, A.I.oAbove Fill or equivalent, rrill of structure or
equivalent, F.L.-Floor Level or equivalent, R.P.U.- Exact Provenience

-22-
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I .40AA A. 1. . 0h. I 3Aony

PK 1.3+ 1.3 0.3 16W A.P. Argq I I I t

".7 Pi 2.04 t.4 0.4 204 P. Arql I lot@

PI 1.2+ 1.0+ 0.3+ 15111. S. (bldlan Tit, only

PI 0.9+ 2.0 0.4 37y A.F. ObtuI , Rrnip only

PK 2.4 2.0 0.4 MP...U. ArgiIlI I t o tdary r.hippinq onli nn tI-X)

PK 2.3+ 9.# 0.4 JqAA p.I.. Ar I I Ito

Pi 1.2+ 0.6+ 0.1 3'Y A.F. hrg llit 'ip only

PK 1.2+ *.8+ (. 3 son S. Arqi II I to Tip only
PK 1.1+ 0.9 0.2 303 A.F. Quarts I to Tip onlyK 3.6 2.3 0.7 O. Arqf I I I t,
K 2.7+ 1.7+ 046 41N S. ArqI I I t.e

K 4.2 2.7 0.8 40X% P.1.. Arqi I I Ito Racondary chipptnq on
base and Ride only2.3+ 2.0+ 0.4+ 37AA ArgIllfte Tip only

K 2.2+ 2.6+ 0.6+ 39AA P. Arqilllte Partial unifarcial (chipp

D 4.4 1.3 0.7 201. P. Unknown

sc 3.8 2.6 1.1 21M P. ArqIlIItpa

UP 4.6 3.4 0.5 39AA A.I. Argi lIto

UP 6.0 4.3 1.3 17AA A.F. ArqfllItp Prosion-roundod @dqo

"P 4.6 2.8 1.0 jqy A.r. ArgIllit" Rlkinq platform prono,

UT 4.4 2.9 1.0 3RIN P... ArgIllitg

VIP 2.4 1.9 0.6 2DM A.F. Arqi I I I ht

Ut 2.7 1.9 O.A IQN A.P. ArqllI t.

UP 3.6 3.1 1.2 N.P.U. S. Arqgilits

UP 4.8 2.5 0.9 2114 A.?. Argiqlilti UROd In mr~rnplnq Motion
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Ground Stone Artifacts

.* Manos

ifteen manes were recovered from TC:C9:9B. Nine are complete

and six are fragmentary. Only one is longer than the arbitrary length

of 18.0 cm. and is therefore called a two-handed mano. Seven of the

one-handed manos (or fragments less than 18.0 cm. in length) are unifacial

* -while seven are bifacial. Manos retrieved from this site in 1963 were

dicaprded rior to 1968. Incomplete information was recorded for these

discarded manes. Thus, such details as pecked working surfaces may have

been lost. One unifacial specimen definItely possess a pecked working

surface and one bifacial example has two. Curiously, none of the

mns were recovered from the floor of the house structure and only one

from the house fill despite the presence of floor level metates.

*Metates

One omplete etate and ten fragments of moitates are attributed

to this site. The complete specimen and one nearly complete were located

on the floor of the burned structure. The whole metate was found in

an overturned position while the other was upright. Three of these eleven

artifacts are of sandstone while eight are made of vesicular basalt. Slab

netates possess a working surface which is slightly depressed into a sur-

Lace which is parallel to its opposite side. Basin metates have a deep

concave working surface. The outer surfaces of the basin metates have

*Q been shaped on all surfaces so that the walls and bottom are nearly the

sam thickness. The metates recovered from this site in 1963 were dis-

cared prior to 1968. Incomplete data for these artifacts is available.
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Miscellaneous Stone Artifacts

Shaped Sandstone Slabs

In 1970 twelve slabs of sandstone that had 1een intentionally

shapped were found at TC:C9:9B. Each of these artifacts had been

shap., by percussion in outline only. Some have been heated, but

whether as a griddle stone or in the burning of the structure or both

is uncertain. Any of several specimens could have functioned as a

cover for a possible smoke hole or cover for a possible roof entrance.

Those with one or more edges made from a long single unaltered fracture

are presumed to be fragmentary.

Stone Pipe

A fragmant of a stone pipe of limestone was foun4 o the z61

surface in Grid 32AA. The pipe was apparently never c=qVleted as the

holes drilled from either end did not meet. The angle between the incom-

plete bowl and incomplete stem of the fragment is 1350. This pipe fragment

is nearly identical to two pipe fragments found in the adjacent structure

(TC:C9:9). Because this particular fragment was nearly equidistant between

the wo structures, it isn't certain to which inventory it should be assign

Graphite

Seven pieces of graphite came from TC:C9: 9B. Three had several work

- facets and four display no evidence of alteration by man. Whether this

graphite was used as an abrasive or a pigment or both is not known.

!.26-
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feature 2 =1-I. au-i

SstProvemianom IUsknowne ss-I

'tCIC99S- gross Provenience of Miscellaneous Stone Artifacts
US6 Shaped Sandstone Slabs (Total, 1).

P Pipe ("otall 6).
ON graphite - worked (71otalO ).

OU graphite - unworked (Totals 4).

to n m. ad eph Naterial Comment

on4 3M .L Sandstone
on3+ 3+ 4 3A F. Sandstone

on294 22+ 3 37AA F. sandstone
3am 394 28+ 3 39M V. sandstone

asU 31+ 26+ 4 401-4WI I. Sandstone
an5 27+ 14+ 4 405 F. sandstone
US5 40 24+ 4 402 r . Sandstone
US5 294 22+ 3 37AK Ir. sandstone
On 20+ 13+ 2 403 F. sandstone
US 22+ 12+ 5 40g F . Sandstone
31 75 46+ 3 anU Sandstone
Ip 2.7+ 2e6+ 2.1+ 32AR S. Limstone, Angle of albow1139*
Gil 1.9 1.5 0.6 39AA F. graphite 9 work facets
QN 2.4 2.4 2.2 37W A.V. Graphite 3 work facete
W1 2.6 2.4 2.0 40AM A.r. Graphite 5 work facets

GO 8.3 6.5 3.9 402 F. graphite
QU3.7 3.1 2.6 41PP a. Graphite

0i 4.3 3.6 3.5 37W ~ . gaht

GO 2.9 2.6 2.5 39Y Vr. graphite
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Shell Artifacts

A single specimen is placed in this category: a fragment of a

5 pendant of unknown genus and species. It was found in the fill of

the structure in Grid 40AA.

Bone and Antler Artifcats

Awls

Each of the six awls from TC:C9:9B is made from a splinter

of umamlian long bone. TWo are complete; four are presumed fragmentary.

Tubular Sone Beads
This category is represented by ten beads made from the bones

of small mammals (probably rabbit). They have been arbitrarily sub-

divided by outside diameter: 1) small (less than 0.50 cm.), 2) medium

(0.51-0.70 ca.), and 3)(large greater than 0.70 cm.).

Bone Bead Discards

The epiphyseal end of a rodent femur which has been purpose-fully

cut was recovered from the fill of the structure. It was placed in this

category in the belief that it represents the discard or wastage from the

nanufactur of tubular bone beads.

Tine Tool

A tine of deer antler was found at the floor level. Though the tip

was missing, some use polish was evident near the broken tip.
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Ceramics

120 sherds of various categories were retrieved from the general

site area in 1963 and 1970. Of this total, 11 are Tao incised, 99 are

a locally manufactured plainware, two are an unidentified whiteware,

four are corrugated and four are Stamper Cordmarked.

JLocally Manufactured Plainware (IndiLg ju)

My comperisa of these 99 sherds to those frou TC:C9:9 identified

by Stewart Peckham, Museum of Nw Mexico Research Laboratory, as Taos

Incised of local (Trinidad Region) manufacture is quite favorable (see

Ireland 1970:112-113). Iu fact, these 99 shards from TC:C9:93 are vir-

tually indistinguishable from the locally manufactured Taos Incised

except for surface decoration: none of these 99 sherds display the

parallel incised lines and/or herring bone pattern so characteristic of

Taos Incised This ceramic sample includes portions of vessels from

the bottom to the rim yet none display any form of decoration other

than basket impressions on the bottom of the vessels (a trait also found

an some Taos Incised vessels).

That the vessels represented by these 99 fragnnts were produced

in the Trinidad area is beyond question. But their lack of surface decoral

ti"n does create a typological problem. In his preliminary report on the

survey of the Trinidad Reservoir, Dick (1963:3) described a new type of

ceramics he felt was indigenous to the Sopris Phase of the Upper Purgat-

oire Complex: Sopris Plain Ware. His complets description of Sopris
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Plain Ware follows (Dick 1963:3):

A thick, rough, coiled ware with abundant@ large, &and
temper. The surface is rough with basket impressions
near the bottom, occasionally extend half-way up small
jars. Some large jars have a modified pointed bottom.
Rims are thin and have extreme eversion. Necks are
slightly constricted. All are locally made. This type

is by far the majority of the wares found.

Since my introduction to Trinidad archaeology in 1968, I have

sought evidence for this indigenous ceramic type in the sites I was

analysing. Until now, I felt I had no such evidence.

I will place these 99 sherds from 'V:C9:98 in the Sopris Plain

Ware category while noting the following exceptions to the described

*ware$:

1) This ceramic sample contains basket-impressions on the
bottom of the vessels only.

2) This ceramic sample contains only slightly rounded vessels
bottam.

3) This ceramic sample contains no evidence of extreme
e aversion of ris.

4) Although this type is the majority at TC:C9t9B, I
doubt that would prove true of most other Trinidad
area sites.

Clearly, a reexaination of the cermics at the adjacent structure

(TC:C9:9) is in order. A portion of those sherds I categorized as

locally m factred Taos Incised (Ireland 1970, 1971) can probably be

classed as Sopris Plain ware. However, because of the extreme similarity

be-ueen the locally produced Taos incised and what I am here calling Sopris

Plain, that reexamination would be exceedingly difficult. In fact, my

mircopic comparison indicates they are identical save for the
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above-the-shoulder decorations of the unquestionably locally menu-

factured Taos Incised. At this time, I have no evidence of the

temporal relationship of these two types althouqh I suspect the

manufacture of Sopris Plain is roughly contemporaneous with the

S' locally produced Taos Incised.

because the 99 sherds, I am classifyinq as Sopris Plain do not

precisely conform to the description of that type, a description of the

ceramic sample from TC- C9- 9B follows:

Sample: 99 sherds total. One rim shard.

Paste:

Method of manufacture: Coiling. Finishing was by
paddle and anvil with anvil impressions visible on
vessels interiors.

Temper: Particles of quartz and some feldspar ccm-
prime approximately 15-20% by volume. Particles ate
both angular and sub-angular and vary in size from
0.5-1.0 m. with a few near 3.5 -m. Some temper is
visible on both vessel interiors and exteriors.

Texture: Medium to very coarse with most in the
medium range. The coiposition varies a great deal
even within the same small sherd. In making a
"fresh break" with a pair of pliers, portions of
several sherds were pulverized while most produced
a "clean" break.

Colors Colors range from black (2.5YR 2.5/0)to
light reddish brown (2.5TR 6/4) with most a very
pale brown (around IOYR 7/3 ). Cores range from
black (2.5YR 2.5/0) to light reddish brown (2.SYR
6/4).

Surface finish: Irregular with anvil and scrape marks
visible on interior surfaces. On several examples scraping
of both interior and exterior surfaces displaced superficial
piaces of temper.

-33-
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Forms
Lip: Hounded.
Rim: Slightly outeurved.
Body: No restoreable vessels but globular body with

S curved shoulder is apparent.
Size: Uncertaini
Appendages: One lug similar in size and form to those
ecrtosfound in Taos Incised.

DecoratLon: Two large basket-impressed sherds represent
the bases of two vessels. NO other decoration
is evident.

Taos Incised (Trade)

I have placed 11 shards in this category after comparison with

shards from TCsC9:9 identified by Steward Peckham, Nuseum of Now

Mexico Research Laboratory (Ireland 1970: 112). These 11 sherds conform

to the previously identified trade shards from T:C9:9 and to the type

description given by Peckham and Read (1963). None of these can positively

be attributed to the structure at Tc:cg:9B.

Corrugated (Trade)

The four sherds placed in this category probably represent

three vessels. One and perhaps all three vessels were not fully

corrugated as corrugations are not present on part of one sherd. Thus,

at least one of the vessels was neck-banded. The two rim shards differ

slightly: one has a rounded lip while the lip of the other is flattened.

three of four corrugated sherds are of extra-architectural provenience.
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Stamper Cozdmarked (Trade)

Four obliterated cordmarked shezds are from the surface

collection. Zack of the four was found same distance below (north

of) the structure at TC:C9:9B. Thus, they may not belong to the

contents of this house.

Dr. Robert Z. Se11, University of Oklahoma, has generously

identified cordmarked sherds from the Trinidad Reservoir area. When

presented with what I believe was a complete representative sample of

MAKdmerked sherds from this region, his identification for each was:

Staer Cordmarked. The sherds so classified are from TC:C9:9 (Ireland

1970, 1971), TC*C9:102 (Baker 1964), and TC:C9:144 (a four room stone

structure mcavated in 1972). ly own comparison of these identified

ceramic samples with the four corduarked sherds from the surface

collection of TC:C9:98 is exceedingly favorable. I will, without hesi-

tation, call these four sherds Stamper Cordmarked.
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(Continued)

1''.3 GRID DEPIH CONM

SP 3SW A.I. 6 shards

SP 39Y A.F. 4 shards

SP 405 A.1. 5 shards

SP 41AA A.?.
SP 393 A.?.

SP 36W A• .

SP 371S A.F. 2 shards

Sp 22-0 k.. 6 shards

S 20M A.F.

SP 20H A.?.

SP 37 AF.
SP 30CC a. 9 shards

5p 503 S. 12 shards

Sp 43X S. 3 shards
oP 40NN S.
SP 32AA S. 2 shards

Sp 4SY s. 3 shards
OP 443 S. a shards
Sp 4033 6.
UP 39K1 S.

P8 40A S.
SP 38PP S.
Sp 4033 S.
6p 3SLL S.
Sp 37Y S.

S i.P.U. -

UN B.P.U. S.

C 40Z  F. Rime flattened lip
C 37N S. Rim, rounded lip

C 41L S. No corrugation, but paste is like
C 45Y S.
S C 37MW S. )SC 37M S. match and have been glued together
SC 37UM S.SC 381M so

SC 4111 S.
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OTHER COLLECTED SPECIMENS

onutilized Chipped Stone Materials

A total of 130 flakes of chipped stone materials which presented

Sno evidence of utilization were recovered from the general site area.

"he overwhelming majority of these flakes are irregular in outline with

only a few flakes with parallel sides.

109 flakes are of arguillite, 6 obsidian, 5 alibates, 3 chalcedony,

3 "gos agate" (chalcedony), 2 jasper, 1 quartizite and I chart. These

mateuials were located throughout the site area and at various levels. The

greatest concentration of flakes came from grids 35W and 36W (eature 2) at the

at the 0-3 inch level. 54 flakes were of this provenience: 47 argillite,

2 obsidian, I alibates, I "moss agate", 1 jasper, 1 quartizite and 1 chert.

Only 30 flakes have intra-architectural provenience: 29 argillite and

1 chalcedony.

As mentioned previously, argillite is a readily available local

material. One extra-architectural flake of argillite from this collection

possee a striking platform with erosion-rounded edges. Nodules or

cores of argillite can today be found in the Purgatoire flood plain and

Pleistocene gravel deposits in this uma. it would seem likely that the

aboriginal users of this material would have prefered these "quality tested"

specimen over the quarrying of argillite. In either event, it is a poor

material for controlled flaking.
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Hummn Osteological Remains-- C:C9 t9

Skeletal elmnts of human were found in both 1963 and 1970. There

: is no evidence of a burial although these human bones may represent a

distuzbed burial or burials. The few such osteological materials recovered

were distributed over the area of the burned structure and at shallow depths

That thes bones were deposited in their recovered positions after the

burning of the house structure is obvious. But whether the individual (s)

rprsntd was a ember of this household is not certain.

A description of the elements and their provenience follow. A mandibu

lar second molar (208/0-60), vertebral fragment-body 20Q/3-6"), vertebral

ra.mmt--al arch (392/10 ) # phalanx fragmnt--2nd or 3rd (20N/6-12),

and to fragment. of the left Sth metacarpal (41Win rodent burrow).

Me ammat of attrition an the solar indicates an age of ca. 20+ years. All

other elements aro from an adult or perhaps two or more adults.
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Faunal Analysis: TC:C9:99

Ruth Senritze

Procedure

Two hundred and eighty-five bone and bone fragments were recovered

at TC:C9:93. Two hundred and sixty-four have been identified and

assigned to the lowest possible taxonomic division. A minimum of fifteen

species are represented. The identification was facilitated by the use

of the TSJC Archaeology Lab. comparative osteology collection and ref-

erence publications given later in this report. information was carefully

recorded for each bone specimen including: animal represented, element

represented, portion of bone present, right or left side, any evidence of

butchering, utilization or burning, and provenience. Tables I and II

provide some of this information with other data, not apparent in the

taboation, given in the following text summaries.

Family Cervidae

One hundred and five bone and bone fragments were identified as

deer indicating a heavy exploitation of this species. Seventy were

directly associated with the occupational level of the structure and the

remainder recovered in the fill which probably represents a later

occupation.

The highly fragmental condition of the long bones represented sugqests

. the mdin of these elements for further utilization as tools after they

had been cracked open for the marrow.
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Only a small number of bones show evidence of being burned. Two

long bone, two ribs and the axis fragment were charred. With the excep-

tion of one of the rib fragments, all were recovered within the limits

of the structure.

Fourteen very small scapula fragments (recorded in the long bone

fragment column for the convenience of simplicity) were found. With the

exception of three, all were recovered outside of the structure.

One rib fragment has cut marks; possibly evidence of butchering.

Family Felidae

Lx rufus, bobcat, is represented by the presence of a right

ulna recovered from the occupational level on the northwest side of

the structure. A rib fragment, possibly of the same species, found

eight inches above the fallen roof was assigned to a later deposition.

Family Canidae

One bone and three bone fragments found within the structure area

were identified as canid. Only one, a rib fragment, could be definately

assigned to the occupational level. This rib was from an individual that

was slightly larger than a coyote.

Of the remaining three canid elements two, a whole rib and the

distal fragment of a middle phalanx, are both slightly larger in size than

that of coyote. The fourth, a proximal metatarsal fragment, is slightly

-41-
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larger in size than that of coyote. The fourth, a proximal metatarsal

fragment# is slightly smaller than that of a coyote.

Family Leporidae

Ileven elements represent at least three species of rabbit. All

except one were iound within the limits of the structure and all at

occupation level. Cottontail was the most frequent with four, two

were identified as Snowshoe hare and one as Jackrabbit. Three of the

bone beads recovered could be identified as rabbit and #398-4 is the

cutoff distal. end of a rabbit femur generally referred to as a "discard"

fr m the process of making bone beads.

Family Sciurida.

A right and left mandible includJg dentaries were recovered of

Prairie dog. Two individuals are represented as detemLned by the wear

on the teeth. The teeth of the left mandible had extensively more wear

than that of the right one. The presence of this species may or may

not be of cultural significance.

Family Geamyidae

-iA single gopher is represented by the presence of a left femur. The

presence of this species may or may not be of cultural significance.
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Family Bovidae/Cervidae

Twenty-four bone fragments have been classified as representing

eiOer bison or elk. The fragments are those of long bones having walls

too thick to be assigned to deer (or other smaller ungulates). Also

ppresent are a glenoid cavity of a left scapula, and a large seamoid bone.

The seapula fragment is too fragmental to firmly assign to one of these

two large species. Most of the material was recovered on the floor level

and within the limits of the structure. Three of the bone fragments were

bured, oe recovered fram the inside and two outside of the structure.

Six of the fragments that fall into this grouping could not be assigned

to the occupational level.

Class Ayes

3leven of the fifteen bird bones recovered were identified as rep-

resenting Mallard Duck, lqagle, Crane, Quail, Magpie and Crow. Two-

thirds of the material was from within the limits of the stmacturei with

same from each species located within the house structure. The eagle

bone, a distal fragment of an ulna, was found under a shaped sandstone

slab in grid 403. This fragment has three deep cut marks transverse to

the shaft of the bone.
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-." Discussion

Tb. thumal womaLs -ece scattered over the entire area, but

definite concentration are apparent in grids 39Y, 40BB, 37A& and

372. Only elmen bone fragments showed any evidence of being burned.

Deer was the prefered large animal for food and tools. The

lack of vertebral and pelvic elements suggests that the deer may have

i been butchered at the location of the kill and these bones left behind,

or these unusd portions of the deer skeleton were not recovered. Perhaps

they were discarded over the edge of the bluff at the occupation site, or if

present, given to their dog* that could have carried them off. The presence

of a dew tine tool is the only evidence of the utilization of the head of

this animal. With the exception of the two maxllary fragments, the

remainder of the cranial bones recovered were in very small fragments.

Same n adeteied utilization of the phalanges of the deer is

indicated. oe proximal phalanx has been split longitudinally and

anotber has been altered. T2he later, a whole bone. has been thinned by

removing part of the exterior of the walls of the articular ends, and a

small hole has been made in the vental wall of the proximal end of the

bone. fte nmer of phalanges present seem relatively high in coparison

to the ratio of the other elements.

Uhe two sit proximal scapula fragments have been altered. soft

-.. Ia fragments have had the spine and the superior border removed.

Sfth specimens have a high degree of wear polish that suggests they are

the remain of som type of tool. The small scapula fragments recovered
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wnay indicate that the alteration was done at the occupation site.

Dog remains have been identified from two excavated sites (TC:

C9:20/A 6 TCaC9:24) in the immediate area and time span related to TC:

C9:9B. the canid elements recovered at TC:C0:9B prevent any firm

identification, but the sizes of the canid elements present suggests the

possibility of dog.

" Of the smaller animals, rabbit was undoubtedly favored for food as

well a the extensive utilization of the long bons for bead making. The

presence of the Snowshoe Hare suggests either a change from the present

immediate environment or that the inhabitants hunted at a considerable

distance (higher in elevation) from the occupation site. The habitat of

the Snowshoe Eare is within conifer stands and dense unde owth. The

presence of Prairie Dog is also interesting. You would not expect to

find Prairie Dog and Snowshoe Hare in the same habitat. The occupants of

the structure had to go elsewhere for oe or the other or both.

It is quite possible that elk and bison could have been found not

too distant from the occupation site. With the exception of the scapulas

only the long bones are present. The large size of then* animals would

suggest that butchering was done at the kill site and only selected por-

tions brought in.

The msjor portion of the bLd remains are long bone elements. This

may be due to the less fragile nature of these elements or possibly their

presence may be due to their known utilimation by the occupants for

makng bone beads. The cut marks on the eagle ulna suggest som undertermined

use of this bone# or possibly resulting frm the removal of the eagle wing
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for the use of the feathers.

me h mount of faunal material recovered may indicate a relatively

short duration of occupation. The location of the structure gave

con"vient access for disposal of rufuge over the bank into the river

below. This situation may also account for the limited amount of faunal

remine present. Pinon nuts and a variety and abundance of plant foods

available in the immediate area may have been a considerable part of the

diet of the occupants. An to the question of year round or seasonal

- .. no conclusive or positive statenent can be made. The crane

is a spring and fall migrant in the region. The Mallard Duck, Magpie,

craw are a ims resident@. The Bald eagle is a winter visitor and

the Golden eagle is a smer resident. The prairie dog hibernates during

the winter and is active only during the watmar months of the year.

No ninbozn species rmins were recovered nor any botanical evidence to

* .. give more oot seaoa4 occupation evidence.
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Conclusions: TC: C9: 98

120 sherds of various categories were retrieved from- TC:C9:9B in

1963 and 1970. The prehistoric occupation of the alluvial terrace upon

which this site is located is most certainly a long and complex one. With

this writing, only two of the three excavated structures on this terrace hav

been reported upon. The third, TC:C9.8, was excavated in 1968 by Edwin L.

Guilinger. Additional excavation on this terrace would probably reveal

additional structures. Because of the complexity -of the situation, those

artifacts from TC'C9.:9 which were stratigraphically above the fill of

the house cannot be safely attributed to the occupants of that structure.

Thus all 10 of the Taos Incised, 77 of the 99 locally manufactured Sopris

Plain, both of the unidentified whitaware, three of the four corrugated,

and all four Stmaer Cordmarked are he.a eliminated from the artifact

inventory of the jacal structure. This leaves only 23 sherds: 22 Sopris

Plain and one corrugated.

The house structure at this site is of a type previously unreported in

the Upper Purgatoire River Valley. This single-roomed circular structure

for a time appeared to be unique for this small geoqraphical area. However,

in the 1971 and 1972 field seasons a very similar structure was excavated

at TCC9%20. This other circular jacal structure is designated as

z TCsC9,20/A-B and is approximiately one airline mile from TC:C9:9B. TC:

C9:20/A-B is about 20 feet in diameter,' possesses two firepits, and a small

sub-floor storaqe pit. This jacal structure contained, among other things,

Taos B/W, Gallup S/W, Taoe Incised, and, perhaps Sopris Plain ceramics. A

cursory oqiarison of these two jacal structures and their contents shows
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a high degree of similarity. Thus it would seem that these two

*. "stzumtures were roughly conte oraneous, and that both sites can be

placed in the Upper Purgatoire CoMplex, A.D. 1000-1300. The taxonomic

placement of TCsCgs9B will be discussed further in the Final Conclusion

- section.
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TC:C9:23

The site was located about 4 miles west of Trinidad, Colorado at

an approximate elevation of 6,110 feet above sea level. (T.33S,R64W,

SE NW S.27). It was situated on the first alluvial slope immediately

south of the Purgatoire River and about 25 feet above the current flood

plain which, until recently, was utilized for raising corn.

Under National Park Service Contract, Number 14-10-0232-787, this

site was excavated by Galen R. Baker and Trinidad State Junior College

students during July and August, 1963. A five foot horizontal gtid

system was imposed over the general site area. The original excavation

proceded by arbitrary six inch levels except where cultural stratigraphy

*allowed. Because of its close proximity to the location of the Trinidad

Dam, this site was recently destroyed.

The analysis of TC:C9:23 presented here was undertaken because of

inadequate previous analysis and reporting (see Baker 1964 and 1967).

These two sources, field notes (Baker, et. al. 1963b), student-drawn

base maps, numerous photographs and collected specimens on deposit at

the Laboratory of Archaeology, Trinidad State Junior College constituted my

source materials for this analysis. Although based upon sources other than

mine, this presentation is uniquely mine.

Architectural Features

TC:C9:23 consisted of two contiguous surface rooms which burned and

, subsequently were abandoned. The precise nature of the structure can not be

stated with certainty. The exact location of the outer walls of both rous
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was not dtermined. Neither the original base map nor the original field

notes (Baker et. al. 1963b) agree 7yith the plan of TC:C9:23 presented

by Baker (1964:12). The base map here presented as Figure 6 is in agree-

Nent with both the original base map and the field notes (Note differences

in placement of walls and size of firepits and oriface of the bell-shaped

pit). The lower portion of the walls of Room 1 were apparently con-

structed of mud with incorporated vertically placed sandstone slabs.

Baker (1964:13) states that both rooms of TC:C9:23 were constructed of

brush or jacal yet excludes this method of construction for Rom I in the

field notes and a later manuscript (Baker 1967). Yet in two ;ources it is

stated that the probable western limits of Room I were deternLred by a

vertical sandstone slab with no evidence of sockets for a brush or jacal

wall (Baker at al. 1963ba Baker 1967;25).
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Figure 6
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The field notes (Baker et.al. 1963b) state that a portion of the north

wall of Room I was composed of adobe and stone which abutted the Room 1-

Boom 2 partition. The apparent northern and southern limits of Room 1

were partially determined by flat rectilinear rocks which were presumed to

represent adobe and stone walls (Baker 1967:25; Baker et. al. 1963b).

Thus, the lower walls of Room 1 were apparently not constructed of jacal

or brush. All evidence indicated that the walls of Room 2 were of jacal

or socketed posts, brush and mud, however. The adobe and stone "partition"

between Room 1 and Room 2 is difficult to explain. Though conjectural, from

its method of construction and placement it would seem likely that this par-

tition was the original east wall of Room I to which Room 2 was later added.

There was direct evidence to indicate that the roof of Room 1 was

omposed of a lattice work of wood beams at least 4 inches in diameter with

small branches, twigs and earth covering these (Baker et.al. 1963b; Baker 194

25). It would seem likely that this roof was flat and perhaps slightly

pitched. The roof for Room 2 presumably consisted of the same elements

used in the walls of that room. A conical or doae-shaped outline is

postulated for Room 2. Unworked tabular sandstone slabs of various shapes

and sizes found throughout the fill of both rooms can be interpreted as

representing partions of the walls and/or roofs. These stones may have

been placed within the adobe walls of Room 1 (including the wall separating

Mma I and 2) or as a means of closing holes in the walls of Rom 2 or

the roofs of either room.

No exterior doorway was defined for the combined rooms. Baker

(1964:12-13) describes a doorway between Room 1 and Room 2 with vertical
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sandstone slabs on each side and a lintel. The stone slabs each measured

about 8x3x22 inches with the width of the doorway 15 inches and its

height about 22 inches (Baker et. al. 1963b). The field notes do not

verify the presence of a lintel for this doorway. The narrowness of this

S.doorway (a scant 15 inches) may indicate that it originally functioned as

an exterior doorway for Room 1.

Baker (1967:24-27) reported two distinct occupation levels for

TCzC9:23. Prior reporting (Baker 1964) did not mention this. Baker (1964)

suggested a possible seasonal (summer) occupation. While I cannot discount

the possibility of seasonal occupation, it is my firm belief that there

is no evidence of two distinct occupation levels. Rather, after careful

detailed examination of all available sources, I believe Baker interpreted

the upper limits of the burned and fallen roofs/walls as the upper (or

nore recent) floor level. Al floor features depicted in Figure 6 (and

Baker 1964:12, Figure 4) are attributed to the lower (or second) floor

level by Baker (1967) and Baker et. al. (1963b) save for the fire pit in

Rom 1IC hae called FP-i). Several detailed cross-sections of PP-1

(Baker at. al. 1963b) do not show a four inch adobe collar (height or width

unstated). Numerous photographs of fP-I do not verify its existence at the

upper "floor" level or the adobe collar. Also, other various features and

artifacts point to the presence of but one floor level (the lower one). For

.Jatqae, Baker (1967:26) attributes two slab metates to the upper occupation

level even tUgh they were embedded or buried in the upper "floor" level. In

sort, I can find no conclusive evidence of two occupation levels at TC:C9:23.
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Floor features in Room 1 are a central fire pit 25 inches in diameter

and 8 inches in depth and a bell-shaped cooking pit (function assumed) 16

, inches deep with a maximim inside diameter of 22 inches (Baker 1963b and 1967)

Baker at. al. (1963b) state that the oriface of this bell-shaped pit measured

20 inches by 21 inches. If this were the case, the pit would hardly be

bell-shaped. I think it reaEs nable to assume that the original oriface

was something less than the above dimensions.

Floor features in Room 2 consisted of five post holes, a fire pit

and an adjoining ash pit (Baker et. al. 1963b; Baker 1964, 1967).

The five post holes were arranged in a semi-circular fashion and may represent

the outer limits of Rom 2. The contiguous fire pit and ash pit were

imdiately north of the center of the room. The fire pit possessed a mud

Cloire 1- 1 1/2 inches in height around its circumference. The diameter of

the fire pit was 25 inches and depth 10 inches. The ash pit was circular

with a diameter of 17 inches and depth of 7 inches.
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Figure e L~sC9s23v 1963. 'rro. at left center
in in Fire Pit 1. R-W trench at loft background
to ini Nom 1. Upright door slabs in center.
north~ arrow in Fire Pit 2.

Figure 6b. Fire Pit 2 and contiguous ash pit,
TCeC9i 23# 1963. surrounding area has not been
excavated to floor level.* Note vAd collar around

* fire pit Ilight color). Dark stains in fire pit
and mouth of it were caused by water



Description of Features

Bach room was given a separate feature designation by Galen Baker

Uj at the time of the original excavation (that is, Feature A'

and Feature B). Baker (1964) chose to present the architectural features

as Soem (Roam 1 and Room 2). The 1964 designation method is retained

here.

Type of feature: Surface room.
xeavated by: Galen Baker, 1963.

Plant
Pozu: Uncertain - either trapezoidal or rectangular.
Size: About 18 feet N-S; about 15 feet E-V.

bte:s Baker (1964w12) depicts as about 18 feet 3-Sj
about 11 feet R-W.

Walls:

Constructions Lover walls of adobe with lo volue of sandstone
slabs. Note: Baker (1964:13) states construction
was brush or jacal.

ThIcknesss 7-10 inches (N and E walls).
Standing height: 0-17 inches.
90.able beight: 5-6feet (S.K.Z. postulated).
Plaster: Yes, on Room 1-2 wall.

Wall openings: Dimensions:
Doors: one Height: About 22 inches

Location: Into Rm 2. Width: 15 inches

(No~es Doorway formed by upright sandstone slabs (each about
8 z 3 a 22 inches). Unable to verify lintel mentioned
by Baker (1964:13).

Ventilator: None defined.

Floor:

* Baker at al. (1963b) and Baker 1967) claim two occupation
levels, but Baker (1964) does not. See previous discussion
for author's interpretation (one occupation level). Mother
one or two floors, the surface (a) was relatively level,
flat and of unprepared soil.
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Poet holes& None defined. S.KI. postulates several near fire pit.

Fire pits one.
LOcation: Near center of room.
Shape: Circular
Diameter: 25 inches. Note: Baker (1964:12)

depicts as 36 inches.
Depth: 8 inches.

Contents: Ash, charcoal# earth, rodent bones, and
burned bone bead. Interior surface was fire-
reddened clay 1/4-3/4 inch thick.

Remarks: Baker (1967:26) Attributes this feature
to the uppeznost floor level. Several 1963
photographs do not verify this. Baker (1967:26)
states that this fire Pit possessed a 4 inch mid
collar, but the field notes (Baker et. al. 1963a)

c.ntradict this.

. Sub-floor pits: one
Shae- Bell-shaped
Locations Near SN corner.
Dimensions:

Diameter of oriface: 20 x 22 inches. S.K.I.
postulaas such smaller.

SN iim dLamter: 22 inches ,uar base.
Depths 16 inches.
Contents: Zazth, charcoal, ash, one bifacial one-

hanAded mno, six black (fire blackened-
:'. S. I.) s d, one hornfels punch:" (dri11--S. K. I. ).

Other floor features: None defined. S.K.I. postulates
several post holes near center of room.

Roof:
Probably flat, either horisontal or slightly pitched. Direct

evidence for construction of wood bea (up to 6 inches dimeter)
coveed with branches and earth (Baker et. A1- 1963b and Baker 1967).

" tmal. blar sandstOne slabs may also have been used in the roof

construction.

marks:

SNo evidence of exterior entrw ay (s).
2oom burned.
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Room 2

Typ of feature: Surface room.
* .xcavated by: Galen Baker, 1963

Plant
form: Semi-circular.
Size: Diameter about 8 1/2-10 feet.

Valls:

Construction: Jacal. Some small tabular pieces of sand-Sstone may have been incorporated in walls and/
or roof.

Standing Height: Hone standing except Boom 1-2 wall.
Probable heights 5-6 feet.
Wall openingss Room 1-2 doorway. No exterior entryway

defined.

Floor:

Virtually the same as Room 1 with same interpretation.

Post boles: S each with charred posts in situ.
Posts about 8-10 inches in diameter
and 4-6 inches below floor surface.

Fire pit: One
Location: ear center of roam and contiguous to ash pit.
Shapes Circular.
Dlaensiones Diameter 25 inches, depth 10 inches.
Remarks : Fill consisted of mixed ash, charcoal and small

Bottom two inches of fill was sand
1-1 1/2 inch adobe collar around circumference.

Ash pit: One

Lacations Hear center of room and contiguous to fire pit.
Shapes Circular
Dimunsionss Diameter 17 inches; depth 7 inches.
Remarks: Upper 6 inches of fill consisted of ash and

charcoals lower one inch of fill was sand.

Other floor features: None defined.

Roots
Presumably a continuation of jacal walls. A hemi-canical or
hemi-damelshaped roof is postulated (S. K. I.)

Pemarks: Ram burned.
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Chipped Stone Axtif acts

Projectile Points

Only four projectile points were recovered from IC:C9:23.

All four were missing the tips and all possessed a basically triangular

outline. Two of the points were side-notched (though the notches were

very.near the basal corners) and two were corner-notched. Both of the

side-notched points displayed a straight basal outline while one corner-

notched point had a straight base and the other possessed a very slightly

convex basal outline. Only one of the four points (side-notched) was

from within the architecture (loom 1). See rigs. 9-13 for illustrations

of these and other artifacts from TC:C9:23.

Projectile points or Knives

Two specimens were placed in this category. one was missing its

tip, but was triangular in outline and lacked notches or a stem. The

other specimen was broken near its base-notches or a stem were not

evident on this specimen, but may have once possessed them.

Knives

Two cosplete specimens of bifacial chipped stone knives were re-

covered from 2CaC9:23. One is sub-triangular in outline with a single

working edge. 2his specimen was made from a large flake with the striking

platform still evident. The other knife from this site is nearly circular

in outline and possesses a working edge around its irregular circference.

Seiber specimen was from within the architecture.
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K Other Chipped Stone Artifacts

* No other chipped stone artifacts were recovered from TC:C9:23.

Consipa~unly absent are drills and scrapers.
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Surface QilIeatorns SH-I, CN-, K-I
3taot Provemienm Unknowmn
Fine pit 22
bell-shaped Pits
South of Sitea

MCO2- Gross Provenieno of chipped Stone Artifacts
an side-notched points (total 2).
CN corner-notehed points (total2).
PK Points or Knives (Totall 1).
' T Points too Fraqmntary to sub-cateqorise (totalt 1).
K Knives (totalt2).

Type Mssouremsents in cim. arid Depth Material Coments
1. v. th.

aN 1.94 1.3 0.3 23M 12-18" Argillite
S- 1.6+ 1.3 0.3 Surf. Arqilfte
C" 1.6+ 1.4 0.3 --- Surf. Quartzite
CH 2.4+ 1.5 0.4 Surf. Arqillite
P' 1.6+ 1.3 0.3 24M 6-12" Arqillite Tip Mtesinq
'I1 2.5 1.2 0.5 20P 12" Arqillite s es Missinq
x 6.7 5.7 1.1 20 6-120 Argillits
K 2.3 1.9 0.9 ---- surf. Chert
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-Ground Stone Artifacts

lianos

A total of 26 amnos or mano fragments were retrieved from

'C.C9: 23. Nine specimens are complete or very nearly so; 5 are one-

handed unifacial, 4 are one-handed bifacial. Two of the complete

one-handed unifacial manos possessed a pecked working surface. The

17 fragmentary manos were subdivided as follows: 1 one-handed bifacial,

4 unifacial, and 12 bifacial fragments. 2hree of the bifacial fragments

possessed pecked working surfaces.

Xietates

Twelve fragments and no complete metates are attributed to this

site. Eleven of these are slabs of sandstone. Two of the slab metates

have pecked working surfacesi one of which is bifacial with both surfaces

pecked. One basin-shaped metate fragment was found approximately 45 feet

and downslope frow the architecture of TC:C9 23.

Kscellaneous Lithic Artifacts

Located at TC4g9 23 was a small piece of abraded graphite with 10

work facets. This may have served as a source of pigment or abrasive or

both. A problematical object of sandstone was also recovered from Room 2.

This mall apparently amorphous piece of sandstone has a single incised

groove that encompasses the object near one pointed end WLg. 12). The

r original function/purpose of this object is puzzling. To judge from the
size shape and location of the gooves and the size and shape of the stone

itself, it would seem unlikely that this object functioned as an abrader or

that cordage was placed in the groove to suspend the stone.
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SWUM a.cmletis OU-I, 03-1,. 3-1
mtat Pzwiiasduma M'-2
fin. Pull2
Sell- *barud Oits
Saab of situs 311

WbO1 3. 01063 Provenience of Nhaog

00 One-handed Unifasial (total s5).03 One-handed Btfacial (totals$5).
or Unifaoi~a rragmt (totals 4.
31 Sifaaial Fragaunt (totalil. 1Tyie NmaIurmts in cm6 aridipt mft1. N. th.DetCome

0012.4 e.3 3.9 23-0 0.60 Sandtone.au 15.7 10.1 3.4 203 0-60 adtn/eg0517.7 11.5 3.6 241 1824 andtone/P~aed
00 6.5 9.6 4.3 23L 12-18* Sandubmne00 1.3 10.5 3.6 af nlgtcm15.5 9.0 6.1 - surf. COnIoate

CS 140 1.0 4.2 24P 0-.60r~rqcm 12.5 9. z 5.3 22M 0-6d Sadto1s6L.5 9.4 5.1 223 20 on1maCIO 7.7+ 9.7 4.0 23P 16-240 n1z~UV10.3+ 3.8+ 4.5 21X 12-184lua1W3.6. 7.7+ 3.1 203 0 .G6 convamraft
or. 4.3+ 3.24. 4.5 21M 0.60 Cofglhlmte

1W4.04 6.4 2.7 22z. 19-aoC0wl"gAF 8-8+ 10.3+ 3.1 223 Surf. Snuoep~319.3. 12.1 4.7 23M surf. cnulmeate,31 I1.1+ 12.? 6o3 3.PT.G 6-12" n1~rt31 6.4 4.2+ 3.1 is" 0-6 sdtugpe~3111.0+ 7.9+ 2.7 23P' 0-66319.4+ 10,7 5.4 -- surf. ft waeOF 10.0+ 9.6+ 4.7 O.P.U. --- Ja~affc"I31 7-1+ 7.1+ 3.2 22X 12-leO 3nstoIF 7.4* g 7 Joe 21- 0-60 cong1amrate/peujt"
31 3.2+ 3,6+ 3.1 22P -631 6110+ 617+ 3.6 243' a r
IN, 5.2+ 4o7+ 3.0 21M 6-120 Con~1@mrate
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; S -2 s -

Surf=aae O1aetim I
at PrOVemO m lkmlmma s - I

P119 Pit 2.
Sell-sholkq Pitt
South of SMiO

108e23- , Gross Provenience of Metatem
a Slab metate (total - 11).
B Basin mets (total - 1).

Type measurements in cm. $rid Depth Commntq
1 wl th

- 14.0+ 10.74 1.8 2216 12-1A Sandstone
m" 10.9+ 6.3+ 1.1 N.P.•U. 12-18" Sandstone
a 140+ 29.5 1.6 241 6-12" Sandstone
5 11.9+ 11.5+ 1.2 22L 6-12" Sandmtone
I 6.84' 2.4+ 1.6 21M 24-36" Sandstone, "bifaclal", In

bell-shaped pit
a 23.5+ 12.6+ 2.5 24L 6-12" Sandmtone 1 peckpd
3 27.7+ 17.4+ 1.4+ 22L 12-18" Sandstone
6 22.3+ 15.0+ 4.5 214 0-11" Sandstone
a 34.54 2712+ 3.4 23L 12-1A" Sandstonp
• 23.3+ 30.0, 4.9 23t 12-18" Sandstone
- 14.5+ 18.5+ 2.6 22M 17" Sandstone
B 26.0+ 18.0 8.0 12J 0-12" Sifdatone
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surface collecow
.aot Provenione alDmoms
lt. pit 21
Bil-hop d pit*
south of "t

.- fls23- Gross Proence of Niucollaneoum Lithic Artifacts

0 (Graphite (Totals 1).
R* Zntiunod Sandstone Total, 1).

e-s 'fype Niuuuu in am. Grid Depth Coummta
1. W. th

O • 1.8 1.7 1.1 23L 1i-20" 10 work faos
"S 10.2 4.2 1.1 23L 6-12*
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SheLl Artifacts

A fragment of a shell bead or pendant was found in ?om I of

TCsC9%23. he complete object was apparently square or rectangular

as the single unworked edge intersects two straight worked edges at

right angles. No other shell, artifact or otherwise, was recovered from

TC:C9s23.

Bone and Antler Artifacts

Awls

The 4 bone awls from this site belong o ne type3 splinters of

ummlian long bane. Each of these artifacts is probably fragmental.

That is, each of the original implements probably possessed a greater

length including, perhaps, the head of the bone.

Tubula Done Deeds and Dane Tabes

Tubular bone beads were found in relative abundance at TO:C9:23.

A total of 30 beads included IS small diameter (less than 0.5 cm.) , 14

mdium diameter (0.5-0.7 ca) and one large diameter (0.71 ca. and larger).

No bone tubes other than the above-mentioned cylindrical beads were Cetrim

from this site.

No other bone artifacts nor any antler artifacts were found at

?CsC9:23.
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"'- D-4 A-1
,..-SPB-I BS-5

i stm-1

SurfAce Collectiolns BM-4
fXaot Pro mlienow tknowni S M-I
Pite Pit 2.
bell-sha;NdI Pits nM-I
South of Sits

.ISftl23-- Grom Provenience of Done and Shell Artifacts

A AWL (totalt .

as Dead, Small (tota1u15).

ON Dead, Medium (totali14).
DL Dead, Larqe (tetalil).
SPD Shell Pendant or Bead (Total1:).

Type Measurenents in cm. Grid Depth Comsents
1 N th

A 6.5+ 0.7 o.4 21L 12-18"

A 7.0+ 0.8 0.5 23H 12-19"
A 7.2+ 1.0 0.6 20M 0-6"

A 7.6+ 0.7 0.5 24H 2"

as 1.3 0.4 231 12-18"

S 1.3+ o.4 23L 12-18"

as 1.0 0.4 22L 12-18"

aB 1.0 0.4 23L 18-24"

38 1.4 0.4 24M 12-18"

aB 1.7 0.4 24L 12-18"

as 1.1 0.4 22M 12-18"

"s 1.0 0.4 23L 12-18"

as 2.0 o.4 23L 12-18"

as 0.5 o.4 22H 12-18"

08 0.9 0.4 224 12-18"

a8 1.8 o.4 22H 12-19"
as 1.5 0.4 22W 12-18"

as 1.1 0.4 21W 6-12"

as 1.5 0.3 21H 6-12"

ON 2.4 0.5 21M Surf.

BR 1.0 0.5 233 Surf.

BM 1.3 0.6 24L Surf.

am 2.1 0.6 24L Surf.
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-ype Neaurments in cm. Grid Depth comeut
I V th

"4 1.5 0.5 21L 12-18"
BI 1.4 0.5 24M 11"
3- 1.1 0.5 22M 12-18"
am 1.9 0.6 24L
i1. 0.5 24K 24-36"WI 0.7 0.6 21H -- BeOl.,shsped pitN 2.0 0.6 21M 0-6"
UK 1.8 0.6 3.P.U. 18-28"
.N 1.0 0.6 22% 12-18"
,N 1.5 0.5 21H 6-12"
UL 1.7 o.7 23L 18-24"

ID

.. 0F .8+. 0. 7 0.1 7IN1
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Ceramics

A total of 75 sherds are attributed to TC:C9:23. Of these, 73

are on deposit at Trinidad State Junior College while 2 sherds men-

tionied in the field notes can not be located. I have identified 12 of

these as locally manufactured Taos Incised (see Peckham and Reed 1963)

based upon comparison with previously identified samples (see Ireland

1970:112). The only surface decoration of these 12 is parallel

incisions. An additional 58 sherds may also be Taos Incised but lack

surface decoration. They are therefore tentatively identified as Sopris

Plain.

Only one of the Sopris Plain? sherds was the rim (21M1V2-18").

Four of the 58 possess one broken edge which show signs of abrasion.

Three of these abraded Sopris Plain? shards are fram FP-2 and have

fir-blackened exteriors, but not interiors or edges. The other

abraded shard is fr=m outside the architecture (20W/06"). The

edges of these sherds were lightly abraded and are not straight or

smooth. it is not unlikely that these four shexfs may have been

utilized in the manufacture. of ceramics as the majority of the Taos

Incised and Sopris Plain? and all corrugated sherds from TC:C9:23 have

- scraping marks on them. Six Sopris Plain? sherds were retrieved fum

the bell-shaped pit in Rooi 1.

The three corrugated sherds from TC:C9:23 are of the "washboard"

type. Two of the three are from the bell-shaped pit while the other

is from immediately east of the structure (213117").

6 -01-
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Baker (1964, 1967) reports corduarked sherds from this site.

2Te field notes (Baker et. al. 1963b) note the presence of two

obliterated o'dmarked sherds, both of extra-architetural provenience

(19H/ 6 inches & 201/ 6 inches). Neither of these sherds can be

located at the tme of this writing.
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TI-I, SP?-2

TI-2 I
SP?-29 SP?-3

::-iCH C.2, SP? -

Swufaai Claltiams TI-I, SP?-ll
-taot Provenience 09Imom TI-5, SP9-I
Pino Pit 21 SP?-4
ali-ahes" Wits CC-2, SP?-6

South of llot TI-i, BP?-l

SCio#23-- Groass Proveniena of Ceramics

CH Cordmarked (totals 2).

CC Corruqated (totals 3).

?I ?aon Incised (totals 12).

SP? Sopris Plain 7 (total: 58).

Type, arid Depth Comemit

C m 20H 6" Current location unknown

CH 19" 6" Current location unknown

Cc 2111 24-36" Bell-shaped pit

Cc 2111 24-36" Bell-ahaped pit

Ca 21K 17"

TI 19-0 14"

VTI 20H -- On floor

TI surf.

TI 3.P.U -- S shards
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Type Grid Depth CoIments

TJ 21L 12"

TI 21L 15"

TI 243 0-6"

TI 21N 12"

Si? 18i 0-6"

SP? 2C1 0-6" One abraded edge

Sp? 21K Floor level

SP? 21M 6-12" 4 shards

SP? 231 12-18" 17 sherds (one rim)

Sr? 21H 18-24" Bell-shaped pit; 3 sherds

SP? 21K 24"-36" ell-shaped pit; 3 sherds

SP? 21H 0-6"

SP? 22L 21" Fire Pit 2; 4 shards (three with one
abraded edge)

SP? 221 0-6"

SP? 221 12-18"

SP? 23L 6-12"

SP? 23L 12-18"

SI? 23H 0-6"

"1? 23 6-12"

SI? 23K 13"

SP? 24J 0-6" 2 sherds

SP? 24K 11"

SF? 24H 12-18"

SP? -- Surf. 11 sherds

SP? .P.U. -- 1 Iherd
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Miscellaneous Collected Specimens

Fragments of carbonized corn cobs were recovered from six

locations at TC:C 923. All were of intra-architectural provenience

with some of these from FP-2. None of these specimens can be located

at the time of this writing.

0
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Faunal Remains: TC:C9:23

by Ruth Henritze
(

Deer (Odocoileus hemionus or virginianus)

The large number of deer bone indicates a heavy utilization

of this animal by the occupants of this prehistoric structure.

More than 120 pieces of deer bone represent a minimum of 6 adult

individuals. This figure is based on 6 left and 6 right mandibles.

Some of the elements are exceptionally large; possibly from sizeable

buck deer (antler was also present). The heaviest concentration of

the deer remains were recovered from Grid 22M (45 elements).

The large number of mandibles suggests they were utilized for

some definite purpose. 19 large and numerous small fragments of

- mandible were recovered plus numerous teeth: most of these had been

subected to fire. 10 of the 19 large fragments were from Grid 22M;

9 exact provienience unknown.

The skull (from Grid 23N) had the top of the parietal bone

removed above the horn base, exposing the brain cavity. Deterioration

of the bone has removed any evidence of cut marks that might have

existed. Perhaps this specimen demonstrates horn core removal.

Approximately one-fourth of the bone material (31) was burned,

or heavily scorched and blackened. 23 of these (mandibles, radius,

*1 long bone fragments and carpal bones) were from Grid 22M; the re-

mainer was from outside of the structure.

With the exception of the skull, the mandibles, one rib, antler

frag and 2 scapula fragments, the remainder of the bone material

represents the legs of the deer.

-86-
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The 15 antler fragments and 4 long bone fragments are from the

bell-shaped pit.

Rocky Mountain Sheep (OvLis canadensis)

.- A single Rocky Mountain Sheep is represented by three elements;

one left proximal ulna fragment and one right proximal ulna fragment

from Grid 22M, and a left calcaneum from Grid 22L. One of the ulna

fragments was fire-blackened.

Cottontail Rabbit (Sylvilagus probably audubonii)

A minuuam of one cottontail is indicated by the recovery of

three elements; a left nasal bone and a first phalanx from Grid 221

and one molar from Grid 23L.

Jack Rabit (Lepus, probably californicus)

-Jack Rabbit is represented by the presence of one left proximal

femur fragment from Grid 24M (outside of the structure).

.* Rock Squirrel (Spermophilus probably veriegatus)

A single rock squirrel is represented by one left proximal tibia

*. fragment from Grid 23L.

Bird

A turkey (Ieleaqris gallopavo of. merriami) radius shaft frag-

ment represents one individual. A tibiatarsus of an unidentified,

* quail-size bird was also present.

All species present are represented by mature individuals.

* o-87-



Conclusions: TC:C9:23

TC:C9: 23 was a surface structure that consisted of two contiguous

K rooms. The lower wtlls of Room 1 were of adobe with a low volume of

incorporated sandstone slabs. The upper walls were presumably of the

same construction. The Room 1-2 wall was plastered on the West (Room 1)

side. The roof of this room was of wooden elements (that probably

rested upon the upper walls), branches, earth, and probably, small

pieces of sandstone. Floor features of Room 1 included a central fire

pit and a bell-shaped cooking pit (function assumed) near the south-

eastern corner. No post holes were defined although vertical roof

supports probably existed. A small doorway with vertical stone up-

rights was located between Room I and Room 2. If this investigator's

interpretation of the sequence of room construction is correct, this

doorway originally served as an exterior doorway for Room 1. Rom 2

was apparently added to Room 1 and constructed of jacal or wattle

and daub. Small tabular pieces of sandstone were apparently utilized

in the roof/wall construction. Floor features in Room 2 consisted

of a fire pit contiguous to an ash pit and five burned posts in situ.

Exterior entryway(s) for the two-room structure were not defined.

The taxonomic placement of TC:C9:23 will be discussed in the

Final Conclusions section.
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TC:C9:24

Site TC:C9:24 was located about 4 miles west of Trinidad,

Colorado at an approximate elevation of 6,215 feet above sea level

(T.33S, R.64W, NW SE S.27). Situated approximately 130 feet above

the flood plane, the two room stone structure was placed upon a

*nearly level outcropping of Trinidad Sandstone south of the Pur-

gatoij River. TC:C9:24 was located almost 1,000 linear feet
b: b

from TC:C9:23 and some 100 feet higher in elevation.

The site was excavated by Galen R. Baker and Trinidad State

Junior College students during July and August, 1963. A horizontal

five foot grid system was imposed over the general site area. The

original excavation proceded by arbitrary six inch levels except

where cultural stratigraphy allowed. Because of its close proximity

to the location of the Trinidad Dam, this site has been destroyed.

*." The analysis of TC:C9:24 presented here was undertaken because

of inadequate previous analysis and reporting (see Baker 1964 and

1967). These two sources, field notes (Baker, et. al. 1963C),

student-drawn base maps, numerous photographs and collected specimens

on deposit at the Laboratory of Archaeology, Trinidad State Junior

College constituted my source materials for this analysis. Although

based upon sources other than mine, this presentation is uniquely

mine.
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Architectural Features

TC:C9:24 consisted of two contiguous surface stone masonry

rooms (Fig. 14). The original construction apparently began by

quarrying the bedrock (Trinidad sandstone) which was used to

construct the four walls of one large room. Mud was used to mortar

the predominately horizontally laid stones of irregular size and

shape. After the construction of the' initial room (a trapezium

in form), a stone wall was added to form two rooms. There was

apparently no evidence to indicate whether this partition was

added prior to or during the occupation of the structure. The

standing heights of walls in 1963 ranged from 7 inches to 22 inches.

A floor level door was defined in the east wall of Room 1 adjacent

to Room 2. This doorway had collapsed, thus exact measureents

were not possible. However, the width appeared to be abouit 18 inches.

No entrance to Room 2 was defined. The possibility of a floor

level door to this room can clearly be eliminated as the basal

portions of all four walls of Room 2 were standing in 1963. The

Room 1-2 wall height was about 12 inches in 1963. Perhaps entrance

to Room 2 was gained by stepping over this low partition from Room 1.

*Or perhaps the partition was full roof height and the entrance to

Room 2 was through the roof. There is, however, no evidence for

either alternative.

The floor surface in both rooms consisted of packed soil

up to 6 inches in depth with bedrock exposed in its highest portions.

Whether this soil floor was initially imported or accumulated or

4-90-
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Figre ~a.TC:9: 4, ookziqsoth, 1963. zxcavator is west of
wall of Roam 1. ROOM I-Room 2 wall is ;j4sible across center Of
picture.

Figre 5b.TCC9:4. 963 Fllen east wall of Room 2, look-
ing northeast.
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A. . .

both in not clear. The floor surface was predominately soil and

* :.sloped slightly to the east. A fire pit near the center of Room 1

was the only floor feature defined in the combined rooms. A de-

pression in the soil, the fire pit was shallow (exact depth not

• .stated) and circular (diameter about 36 inches).

The exact nature of the roof can not be stated. The fill of

both rooms contained a significant volume of small pieces of char-

coal, charred pine up to 9 inches in length and 3 1/4 inches in

diameter, and mall chunks of oxidized clay in the 4-7 inches above

the floor level. In none of the sources by Baker does he mention

his interpretation of this charcoal wood and oxidized clay. The

field notes (Baker et. al., 1963C) leave little doubt, however, that

* .'- these are the ramants of burned and fallen roof. I would envision

a flat, level or slightly pitched roof composed of a lattice work of

wooden elements of various sizes (beaus down to, perhaps, twigs),

earth and probably, a few sandstone slabs. Although there was no

direct evidence for vertical support posts in either room, I would

think their existence likely in Room 1. They would hardly seem neces-

sary in the smaller room.

The structure unquestionably burned. Whether this was the reason

for abandoment is not clear. However, the low number of artifacts

from this site relative to other similar sites in the area may indicate

a leisurely abandonment and/or an occupation of short duration.

The function(s) of Room 2 as stated by Baker (1964,1967) are

certainly open to question. Baker (1964: 10,12) calls and labels

Room 2 as a storage room. Later (Baker 1967.21), depicts it as a

-93-



mall storage and work room. Other than its size and probable

relatively inconvenient method of entry, I know of no reason for

such statements of function. Certainly the artifact inventory and

distribution do not indicate these functions.
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Description of Features

Galen Baker gave each room a separate feature designation at

the time of the original excavation which he retained in later

sources (Baker 1964, 1967). His system will be retained here.

Room 1

Type of feature: Surface room.
Excavated by: Galen Baker, 1963.
Plan:

Form: Trapezium.
Size: About 18 1/2 feet WNW-ESE; About 15 1/2 feet

NNE-SSE.
Walls:

Construction: Lower walls of predominately horizontally
laid sandstone slabs of irregular size
and shape with adobe mortar. Upper walls
presumably of same construction.

Thickness: About 15-24 inches.
Standing height: 7-16 inches.
Probable height: About 5 feet except possibly Room 1-2

wall. (S.K.I. postulated).
Plaster: No evidence.

Wall openings:
Doors: One.

Location: To exterior in east wall. Dimensions:
Height: Unknown

Width: About
18 inches.

Note: Fallen, hence details of construction
lacking.

Ventilator: None defined. Probably absent. (S.K.I.).
Floor: Soil up to 6 inch depth in lower portions

of irregular bedrock (Trinidad Sandstone).
Floor surface was predominately soil and

'* sloped slightly to the east. Sources

are not clear on whether soil was imported,
accumulated or both.

Post holes: None defined. S.K.I. postulates several
vertical roof supports which may not
have been socketed.

, Fire Pit: One
Location: Near center of room, on soil floor.
Shape: Circular.
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Diameter: About 36 inches.
Depth: Unknown, but shallow (less than about

3 inches.)
Contents: Apparently only small volume of char-

coal and ash. Interior surface was
fire-reddened.

Remarks: In an illustration, Baker (1964:12)
depicts this fire pit as having a mud
collar. However, several sketches and
a verbal description of this feature
in the field notes (Baker et. al. 1963C)
do not verify this nor do several photo-
graphs of this fire pit.

Sub-floor pits: None. Essentially precluded by location
(on or near bedrock).

Other floor features: None defined.
Roof: Baker et. al. (1963C) repeatedly men-

tions charcoal and chunks of oxidized
clay in approximate 7 inches of room
fill above floor level. However, in-
terpretation of these materials is not
to be found in that source or others
(Baker 1964,1967). I would interpret
these materials as being the remants
of burned, fallen roof. I have postu-
lated a flat, level or slightly pitched
roof composed of latticework of wood-n
elements, earth and probably, a few
sandstone slabs. Vertical wooden roof
supports have been postulated too.

Remarks: Room burned.

Roam 2

Type of feature: Surface room.
Excavated by: Galen Baker, 1963.
Plant

Form: Trapezoidal.
Size: About 14 feet WNW-ESE; about 4 feet NNE SSW.

Walls:
Construction: Lower walls of predominately horizon-

tally laid sandstone slabs of irregular
size and shape with adobe mortar.
Upper walls presumably of same construc-
tion.

Thickness: About 15-24 inches.
Standing height: 12-22 inches.
Probable height: About 5 feet, except possibly room 1-2

wall (S.K.I. postulated).
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Plaster: No evidence.
Wall openings:

Door: None defined. Probably absent (S.K.I.).
Ventilators: None defined. Probably absent (S.K.I.).

Floor: Soil up to 5 inch depth in lower por-
tions of irregular bedrock. Floor
surface predominately soil and sloped
slightly southeastward. Unclear as to
whether soil for floor was imported,
accumulated or both.

Post holes: None defined. Vertical roof supports
probably not necessary due to small
size of room.

Fire pit: None defined.
Sub-floor pits: None
Other floor features: None defined.

Roof: Evidence for roof virtually the same as Room 1 with
same postulated method of roof construction by this
author save for vertical roof supports.

Remarks: Rooa burned.

-
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Human Osteological Remains--TC:C9:24

The presence of human bones at TC:C9:24 in noted by Baker in

several sources (Baker et.al., 1963C, Baker 1964,1967). In each

of these sources the bones are attributed to only one individual,

but that individual accorded different ages at death:

The fragmentary remains of what appears to be a 1 - to
2 - year child are on the floor. The scattered bones
indicate an incomplete burial, no burial at all, or per-
haps. a violent death with no effort towards burial (Baker
1964: 12).

A very interesting association with this site was the re-
covery of some human bones scattered throughout the room.
Probably a young adolescent died in this structure and
was left without burial and carnivorous animals in the area
scattered these bones throughout the room (Baker 1967:12).

Our recent examination of these bones revealed that at they

represent three or more different individuals. This determination

was made upon the basis of age which was made using ossification

dates (Gray 1963) and rates of tooth formation and eruption

(Brescia 1961). Many of the fragmentary bones were grouped with

one of the three individuals largely on the basis of size. Pre-

sented below are some of the salient facts pertaining to these

specimens.

"One-ear-old"

The presence and approximate age of this individual is based

upon the existence of the anterior or bregmatic fontanelle (trans-

vers diameter 1.6 cm.). Gray (1963:177) places the complete

closure of the bregm ic fontanelle at about the middle of the second

year. Bones other than the frontal and parietal bones are attributed

to this individual on the basis of their small size.
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LOCUS
ELEENT RIGHT OR LEFT GRID/OEPTH

Frontal R&L 20P/ 18 in. (floor level)
Parietal (7 frags.) L 20P/ 18 in.

* Scapula (frag.) R 20P/ 6-12 in.
Axis (frag.) -- 180/ 6-12 in.
Cervical vertebra (frag.) -- 20P/ 18 in.
st. rib R 20P/ 6-12 in.
Rib (frag.) L 20Q/ 6-12 in.
Rib (frag.) L 17Q/ 6-12 in.
Rib (frag.) L 20Q/ 6-12 in.
Rib (frag.) R 20Q/ 6-12 in.
Humerus (frag.) L 18P/ 6-12 in.
Humerus (frag.) R 20P/ 6-12 in.
ilium R 20P/ 6-12 in.
Fen= R 17P/ 18-24 in.

SFemur (Wrag.) L 17P/ 0-6 in.

* ""Five-year-old"

The presence and approximate age of this individual is based

upon ossification dates and dental criteria. The recovered bones

of the sull were disarticulated and warped. An examination of the

occipital bone revealed that its squama was nearly completely united

with the lateral portions. Gray (1963: 190) states that about the

* •ifourth year the squaa and the two lateral portions of the occipital

bone unite, and about the sixth year the bone consists of a single

piece. Also, the damaged (post-morcem) right maxilla contained the

une1apted first permanent molar. The enamel of this tooth was cam-

plete but there was only the slightest hint of root formation.

Brescia (1961:74) gives the following chronology for the maxillary

first solar of the permanent dentition: enamel comleted, 2 1/2-3

yearsi eruption, 6-7 years; root completed, 9-10 years. The post-

cranial elements attributed to this individual were done so on the

basis of sise.
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LOCUS
ELEMENT RIGHT OR LEFT GRID/DEPTH

* Parietal (complete but in frags.) R 18N/ 18-24"
Parietal (complete but in frags.) L 19N/ 19"
Occipital -- 18N/ 18-24"
Temporal R&L 19N/ 19"
Sphenoid -- 18N/ 18-24"
Zygomatic R 19N/ 19"
Maxilla R 19N/ 19"
Sternum (manubrium -- 18N/ 18-24"
Rib R 18N/ 17"
Rib L 20M/ 12-18"
Rib L 18N/ 16"
Rib (frag.) L 20P/ 6-12"
Ilium (frag.) R 19N/ 18"
Femur (frag.) R 19N/ 18"
Radius (frag.) L 170/ 12-18"
Ulna (frag.) L 19N/ 18"

"Young adult"

The presence and approximate age of this individual is based upon

the ossification rates of the several long bones recovered. For ex-

ample, the sternal ends of both clavicles are almost completely united

to the shafts. Gray (1963:229) states that the secondary ossifica-

tion center located in the sternal end of the clavicle appears about

the 18th or 20th year and unites with the rest of the bone about the

25th year. Also, the proximal ends of the phalanges and metatarsal

recovered from TC:C9:24 were nearly completely united to the body of

those bones. Based upon data given by Gray (1963:257,258,302,303)

the age at death would be around 25 years.

LOCUS
ELEMENT RICIT OR LEFT GRID/DEPTH

4 Clavicle R 18N/ 16" (2" above bedrock)
Clavicle L 18N/ 6-12"
Rib (lst) R 18N/ 6-12"
Rib (7th) R 170/ 14 3/4"
Atlas -- 18N/ 16"
Vert. (4th cervical) -- 18N/ 10-6"

* Vert (7th cervical) -- L8N/ 0-6"
Phalanx (4th digit, hand) R 17Q/ 12-18"
Phalanx (Sth digit, foot) L 17Q/ 12-18"
Metatarsal (4th) R 18m/ 0-6"
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Z can not give a satisfactory explanation for the presence

and nature of these Ismen otstological rnains at TC:C9:24. There

is no evidence in either the field notes or the photographs to in-

.. , dicate intentional burial (either primary or secondary) of any of

the humen bones. Many of the bones were not recovered from the flow

level as stated by Baker (1964:12). A mall ( i.Ox 2.2 ca.) tri-

:amliar side-notched pcojectile point ws found within five inches

of the skull fragnents of the "ive-yenr-old" in Grid 19f. The

cause of death for this individual may or my not have been violent.

Nme of the lumen bones exhibit evident pathology. Thus, the cause(s)

of death can not be stated. Most of the bones were located within

Now I, botever a few (attributed to each of the three individuals)

were fend in Mom 2. If an animl had scattered the humn bones as

..mested by Baker (1967: 21), it ould sen unlikely (but possible)

that bones wold be found on both sides of the Room 1-2 wll which

ws a ninimm of 12 inches high.
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SChpped Stone Artifacts

m Projectile Points

Eleven projec tile points were recovered from IC:C9:24; five

are side-notched and six corner-notched. The outlines of the

points range from triangular to sub-triangular while basal outlines

range from straight to greatly convex: One corner-notched specimen

ossemes a single notch. Only three of the points (two side and

one carner-notched) are from within the architecture. See rigs.

16-19 foe illustrations of the artifacts from TC:C9:24.

Projectile points or Knives

Four specimens were placed in this catep-ryl all lack notches.

Thre of these generally conform to the size G shape of the notched

points from this site. The other specimen is considerably larger

* (lemth:4.4cm, width:2.gcm). All four specimens are bifacially

chipped on all edges save for the, bases. Only one point or kne,

a fragment, was located within the house structure.

Knives

Four sizeable worked flakes of argillita w re retrieved from

IV :C9s24. All four are apparently complete and seemingly have no

special oc regular outline (amorphous). Three possess a single

bifacially chipped edges the other specimen has two bifacially

chipped edges. One of the knives with a single working edge is

frm the surface collections the other three are from the structore

fill.
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Drills

No sons drills were reovred from TC tC924.

Scrapers

The two scrapers from this site are of argillite. Bach has

mne rounded working edge. Neither speclsm displays any special

preparation other than the single unifacially chipped edge oa

each. One is trom the surface collection w ile the rovenience

data has been lost on the othe.

%4.
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CNN-1

cu-i

S.face ollectiont SN-2, CH-2, PK-2, K-1, Sc-i
Ixaf Pxactlente Unknown: 8N-1, CN-2, P -1, 80-1

.C*0M24- Groan Provenience of Chipped Stone Artifacts

FIN Side-notched points (totals 5).

C Corner-notched points (totals 6).

PR Points or Knives (totals 4).

K Knives (totals 4).

Be 8crap s (totals 2).

Type Neaurwents In CN. Grid Depth Conments
& v th

n 1.9 1.0 0.4 19 17" Argillite/slightly conme
base/near human skull.

2.5 1.3 0.3 -- Surf. Argillite/uliqhtly comes
Rn 2.3 1.1 0.3 -- Surf. ArgIl Ite/slightly gaome
MI 1.9+ 1.0 0.3 3.P.U. -- obsidian/rreatly convex bi
Se 1.2+ 1.2 0.3 19 6-12" Argillite/straight base
CN 2.2+ 1.7 0.5 18-0 0-6" uartzite/stroiqht base
cM 1.9+ 1.5 0.4 -- Surf. Argillits/slightly comve
C" 1.2+ 1.0+ 0.2 P.PU. -- Arillite/ba.o missing
CU 2.2+ 1.2 0.3 R.P.U. 12-16" Arqillite/sliqht-y comsw
CM 2.04 1.2 0.3 -- Surf. Arqillite/slightly convmx
CN 1.8 1.4 0.4 19W 12" Argillite/grsntly convex

sit gle notch

Pt 1.1+ 1.3 0.4 -- surf. Quartzite/straight base
PR 1.04 1.4+ 0.4 -- Surf. Argillits/slightly comes
PR 4.4 2.9 0.8 *.P.U. -- Arq llite/sliqhtly convex
PR 2.1+ 1.9+ 0.5 19-0 0-60 Quartzite/slightly come
R 4.3 3.7 1.0 20P 12-18" Argillite
K 3.9 3.1 0.6 -- Surf. Arqillite
K 5.3 3.4 0.8 16-0 0-6" Argillite
R.... K 4.4 3.0 0.8 16-0 0-6" Argillite

Z ( .:.. ,C 3.6 3.4 1.1 R.P.U. 6-12" Argillits

PC 7.7 4.4 2.0 -- Surf. Argillite
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Ground Stone Artifacts

Manos

diltoen specimens were placed in this category; six whole

and seean fragments. All complete artifacts in this category

poesessed a length of less than 18.0cm. and are therefore called

oae-handed manos. Of the siz complete manos, two are unifacial

and four are bifacial. Zach of the mnos is a cobble of either

sandstoe or caglomerate. Alteration of a mall proportion of

thse cobbles consisted of pecked working surfaces.

Uetates

Ithrteen artifacts were placed in this categoryt five cm.-

plete epecimens and eight fragments. One fragmental metate of
a.4

vesicular basalt wae pit into the basin metate sb-categ o s the

other twelve were slab metates. Prior to our analysis, many of

the metates were photographed and described then discarded. On-

fort nately. the perographic description escaped notation on

many of thoe specimens. To Judge from the photographs, the slab

motates were all composed of sedimentary rocks and certainly not

vesicular basalt.

Miscellaneous Stone Artifacts

41 2hree pieces of worked (abraded) graphite and one piece of

red cher were retrieved from Rom 1. Any or all of these speci-

es may have served as a Source of pigment.

,', -109-
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A mall white bead of unknown petographic composition (soap-

stone ?) was found on the soil smrface approximately 200 feet north-

West of the stone structure.

Shell Artifacts

No shell, artifactual or otherwise, was found at TC:C9:24.

Done and Antler Artifacts

Awls

The three bone awls from this site were made from mamlian

lmg bones and fall into to broad categories: 1) head of bone

unmrked mxcept for original splitting and 2) thone made from the

splinters of bones. One awl ws made by splitting the prmuil

ead of the left metatarsal of a deer. The two splinter awls gave

no clues as to the sources of bones other than they were from

mamalian long bones. Both splinter awls are from Room 1; the

eact lrowveniee is unknown for the other.

Tubular Done leads and Bone Tubes

The nine bone beads from TCsC9:24 were each msde from long

boaes of small mammals (such as rabbit) and placed in three arbi-

trary categories based upon outside diameter. Three are of small

diaeter, five of medium diameter, and one of large diameter. No

bone tabes other than the above-mentioned cylindrical beads were

recovered at TCMCga 24.

) Io other bone artifacts nor any antler artifacts were found

at this site.
~-110-
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'. P-1
tI P ~ I mm:W--

Aw" I m Olleat.ian W-e lI -1

Mak lza,.BMlane Wknowz 8-3

jggS4-G esx provenience of Nanoe and Mtates

Oi One-handed Unifaclal Naino (total, 2).

0 One-handed Difacial mao (totals 4).

or Unifacial Frament (totals 3).

w Bnfaaial Ftagmeat (totals 4).

6 Blab notate (totals 12).

a Basia Estate (totals 1).

M w easurmnts In Co. arid Depth Commnts
I v th

0 14.0 9.7 S.S lQ 6-120 Conglamerate
c c5 10.3 6.2 3.9 20P 14" Sandstone
: 13.5 10.4 3.4 16-0 6-12" Sandstone/pecked

- 05 15.0 ,.7 3.0 17-0 6-12 Sand.tone/pcked/hMped
as 16.0 g.6 4.5 169 12-18" conglameate/pecked
- 10.6 9.6 3.0 171? Sandstone
w .4+ 6.6 3.6 17P 6-12- Conglamerate
5 4.64 604 1.9 21H 6-120 Sandstone/pecked

for 594 10,0 3.5 201 0-60" Sandstone
- .1e+ 3.04 5.3 1I 6-12" Sandstone
S4.64, 4.64' 3.6 - surf. Sandstone

w 3.+ 8.9 1.2 lQ 6-12" Conglonerate
6.5as+ 6.0+ 3.6 199 6-12" Sandstone/pecked

. 13.,4' 13.7+ 3.6 lip --
I 14.S 14.04 4.6 3.6.1. "-
a 36.3 2.44' 6.2 16-0 12-18" Sandstone
a 37.7 24.6 4.3 16K - Sandstone
a 35.5 26.6 2.6 163 11" Sandstone/pocked
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S 36.5 24.1 2.0 19Q 12-15"- S 42.6 34.4 4.2 201 11"
S 17.8+ 14.9+ 4.3 Surf.S 45.2 37.0 5.7 l8N 16" SandstoneS 47.0 26.0 4.6 E.P.U. 0-11" Sandstone8 12.20 10.0 3.2 E.P.U. - Sandstone,.': 5 10.2+ 8.5+ 2.8 19P -- Sandstone" 8.0+ 5.6+ 4.7 -- Surf. Vesicular basalt
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Umect PNOw"epie Tmkowftx

ICIC9124- Gross Provenience of 1ibcellaneams Stone Artifacts

ca graphite (total: 3).

no Red oher (total: 1).

- - 3 Ito:e Dead (totalt 1).

.-Tpe NOaMUrments In Co. Grid Depth Cntn

a w th

- 2.2 1.7 1.4 loP 0-6" 19 work facets

a 4.4 2.0 1.5 1gQ Floor 20 work facets

2 2.7 1.7 1.4 20-0 6-12" 2 work facets
so 4.0 3.2 1.8 20-0 Floor I work facet
3--" 

ca. 200 feet NW of
site
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Ceramics

A total of 19 sherds from 1C :C9:24 are on deposit at

T.S.J.C. Of these, 5 display parallel incised lines and are

otherwise characteristic of Taos Incised and have been so

Identified. The remaining 14 are remarkably similar (identi-

cal?) to the other 5 except for the lack of surface decoration.

These 14 are also remarkably similar (identical?) to the sherds

fram tC:C9:9g which have been called Sopris Plain. To recognize

the possible existence of a ceramic ware at IC:C9:24 in addition

to Taos Incised, these 14 are tentatively identified as Sopris

Plain. Of course, any cc all of these Sop1is Plain? sherds may

be Taos Incised.

In addition to the above, 6 sherds are mentioned in the

field notes (Baker et. al. 1963c) of which one is called

"Late Vadida Nicaceous." This field-identified sherd is not

" mentoned in later writings on this site by Baker (1964, 1967).

None of these 6 sherds can be positively identified as to type.

Miscellaneous Collected Specimens

Several carbonized corn cob fragments were recovered from

the fill of Room 1 (2W/6-120) (Baker et. al. 1963c). These

specimens can not now be located and are unidentified as to type.

If
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vat Puoventine Mham:

, 024- aos P"'r. a, Ioa of C -raui "

TZ Two I..i.ed (total$ 5)1.

SP? ftW. Plain? (totals 14).

urdDepth coments

TZ IN 130 Parallel icisions

TZ 11P law Parallel incisions, floor level

TI 1 6-120 Parallel incions

.

T, 17 6-12 Parallel incisions

?I 1" 6-120 Parallel incisions

P? 19 14 14

UP?17-0 160

UP?20P 12-l8"

OPT 19-0 6-120

OPT 13 6-120

? 111-0 6-12"

UiP? 31P.0 -14o"

,oc

Uo? on floor
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*20H18 On f loor

20P 14"

SP? 20P 15"

SP? 201? 6-12"

SW? 17M 20"
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Faunal Remains: TC:C9:24

by Ruth Henritse

A total of 97 pieces of bone from TC:C9:24 are on deposit at

the Laboratory of Archaeology. over two thirds (66) of these have

been classified as belonging to deer (Table III). As in other

Trinidad Reservoir sites, very few of the elements represented were

complete or intact. The highly fragmentary nature of the osteologi-

cal specimens is probably due to the aboriginal occupants of the

structure rather than natural forces although natural deterioration

Is evident on many specimens.

Less than 100 of the collected bone specimens are of extra-

architectral prwvenience. This distribution is undoubtedly a re-

flectia of the fact that very little excavation occurred outside

of the hem. structure. Over 70% of the osteological specimens are

from Room I while almost 20% are from Roam 2.

Dew (.Odcoleus heeionus and v iniamus)

A minimm of two adult deer is represented by two each of the

following elements from the right side of the animal: huerus,

metacarpal, and tibia. Each of the above w fragmentary. 35 of

the 64 bone specimens attributed to adult deer were fragments of

lam bowsn not identifiable to specific eleaet.

One Imnture or mub-adult dew is represented by a complete

right and a fragmentary left medial phalanx.
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Dow (Canis Inueu familiaris)

One adult dog is represented by a right mandible which was

identified by Dr. Paul 0. NcGrew of the University of Wyming

(Fig. 20). This mandible was found immediately above floor level

in front of the doorway of Room 1. A rib fragment found in Room 2

in from a amber of the dog family; perhaps dog or coyote.

Jack Rabbit (L___. cf. townsend,

A left ulna fragment, right metatarsal, right femur fragment,

and medial phalazr indicate the presence of one adult Jack rabbit.

All of these elements are from Rocm 1.

snowshoe Uwe (L%__ americanuo)

The presence of a snowshoe hare is based upon the presence of

a humus from Room 1. Note should be made that today this animal

is not found in the immediate vacialty of this site as they prefer

a coolec climate such as is nov found at considerably higher attitudes.

Cottontail Rabbit (sylvilaqus cf. audubonii)

A fmw and a Scapula, both fragmentary, indicate a minima of

one adult cottontail rabbit. At least one sub-adult of this gums

is reWesented by two tibia fragments (right and left) and a frag-

ment at a right radius.

Unidentified Rabbit cc Barea

12 specimens could not be identified to the Level of goms be-

acse at thelr fragmentary nature. Uleven of these twelve were
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P.rtions of the metatarsals five of these are bone beads. The re-

Maiming bo. is a fragmntary medial phalanx. Both adult and sub-

adult are represented in this sample.

Rook Squirrel (Spropiu cf. verieatus)

A single rock squirrel in evidenced by a fragment of a right

mndible. The mact provience is unknown for it.

Copb 15Thany bottae)

The partial remains of two gophers were recovered from IC :C9:24.

Both are representd by skull fragments with teeths one from north

of the site and one from within Room 2.

good Sat (eotm Spp.)

A single incamplete pelvis from Ram I has been identified as

wood rat.

Prairie Dog (Cynoms of. ludovwimams)

A set of nandibles and fragmentary skmll firm Rom I deismtrates

the presence of at least one prairie dog.

q ~ 01 aGO!"Atdae Mp. )

A rib frm Rom I has been identified as an adult eagle.

-'rkey ( W .ZEW llovo cf .nerami)

A minimm of one sub-adult turkey is suggested based upon the

preene of a radius in Room I and a coacold in Room 2.
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Mallard Duck (Anas cf. Platrbachos)

I ftats of a tibiotarsus and an ulna in m 2 dommetrat.e

an adult mallard duck.

Unidemtified bird

A s ll fragment and radius fragmnt from Roca I probably

- represent grouse (Y~muamcbas M.)- A fragent of a carpontacarpus

probably represents quail (Collipepla SM.).

.0

.12
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Table 11T

Mammalian Rmains from 7TsC9:.4

14 C U

U 'C

.03 A "X u

adult 2 2 3 4 2 1 4 13 1 5 A.. 1..

ler. sub-adlt 2

oq, adult 1 1?

ack Rabbit, adult 1 1 _ -

Wbit or Hare, adult

ibbit or flare, ub-
MIt 2

I ,~lhoe Iliar P

-ttontail, adult

ttentaA, mub-adult 2
i:k Squirrel

--" l - a L .

2 _

.. to, m. 11 2

X . 5 bone beads
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Conclusions: TC:C9:24

TCsC9:24 was a two roam surface stone masonry structure.

Originally constructed as a large single room, a stone masonry

pmrtition (original height unknown) was later added to create

a smaller room to the north of the remaining, larger roam. All

malls we composed of tabular pieces of sandstone of irregular

size and shape which were horizontally laid, roughly coarsed and

mortared with adobe (clayish moil). An exterior floor level door-

way about 18 inches wide and unknown height was defined for Rom 1.

There was no evidence of wall plaster. The roof was probably

flat, level cc slightly pitched and continuous over both rooms.

A rof compos of a lattice work of wooden elements, earth and,

probably, a few sandstone slabs with vertical sapport posts in

Roam I is envisioned. The floor of both rooms was predominately

soil with bedrock exposed at some locations. The only floor

feature defined in either roam was shallow, circular fLre pit

nea the center of Room 1. Features such as sub-floor pits were

not pcemt pcesmably because of the sites location on or very

ne bedrock.

See the Final Conclusions section of this report for taxonomic

placenmt of TC:C9:24.
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IC:C9:302

This site, consisting of two human burials without associated

architecture or diagnostic artifacts, is located about six miles

west of Trinidad, Colorado (T.33S, R.64W, NW, NW Sec. 33). The

site was first discovered by the operator of an earth-moving

machine who noticed human bones in the soil overburden he was

stripping fram a Pleistocene gravel deposit. The owner of the

gravel operation, Mr. Frank Leone, in torn notified the Laboratory

of Archaeology, T.S.J.C. Until July 1970, the area was the first

level terrace above the Purgatoire River. Located on the south

side of the river, the elevation of the site was approximately

6200 feet above sea level and some 60 feet above the flood plain.

Ny first visit to the site was an 12 July 1970. 1 then collected

the machine-exposed hinman bones, made documentation of their loca-

tions and discussed the movements of the earth-moving machines with

machine operators and Mr. Leone. Notes were taken concerning the

topography of the general site area before gravel operations began.

Unfortunately, the time laps between the initial movement of earth

by machines and the discovery of human bones allowed the soil that

ws ramved from the general site area to be deposited in an earth

fill operation with additional soil deposited over it. Thus any

cultural material possibly contained in this overburden could not

be located.

.cavation began on 13 July 1970. A nearby undisturbed utility

pole was utilised to establish a five foot horizontal grid system.
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Vertical control was maintained by using an arbitrary point on

the same pole to establish a datum plane. An aledaide was used

to measure the vertical distance below the datum plane.
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FIgure 24a. Bxcavation of Durial 2, 1C:C9:302,
1970.

Figure 24b. Floor of pit af ter rmoval of burial 2.
Stakes and arrow mark lcation of skeleton.
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Huan Burial Number 1, .C.C9:302

Inspection of an area of undisturbed soil revealed a fire-

reddened area at the edge of a machne cut. Excavation in this

area revealed human bones lying upon this red soil. This was

designated Hman Burial Number I (US-I), TC:C9:302. Additional

excavation exposed what was resm ni of the burial pit and a

few more rodent-chewed human bone. Ccmparison of these bones

with the machine-disturbed bones showed that they came from the

me individual; although not all skeletal elments of this in-

, dividual were -recovered. The following age, sex and stature in-

formation was calculated by Caryl B. Wood.

Antinmrt loss of the left mandibular cuspid, all pre-
molars, and all molars would indicate a relatively old
age foe this individual. The mandible is reduced in
size and reveals a resorption of the alveolar margin to
the mental foramen. The angle formed by the ramus and
body measres 140* (Gray 1963:185).

sex

Due to the fragmentary nature of the skeleton, it is im-
possible to sex this individual with any degree of cer-
tainty. However, the fmural head measurement of 37 m.

(rogman 1939), the m1 mastoid process and general
,-" appearance (i.e, the delicate nature of the bones) would

indicate that this individual is female.

*. Stature:

The living stature of this individual was 154.4 + 3.816cm.
*. It was calculated by measuring the maximum length of the

famur (Geovves 1967:67-77).

Due to the disturbed and fragmentary nature of this burial,

the posture and orientation of the body and the precise dimensions

-134-
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* .. o) f the burial pit could not be deteumined. A large portion of

the bottom and lover sides of the pit remained, however. "The

approxmate diameter of the floor of the pit was 3 1/2 feet.

The eisting lower walls of the pit slanted outward indicating

that the mazxim diameter was about one foot above the bottom.

A maximum diameter of 4-4 1/2 feet would seem likely. The

original coantour of the pit was probably bell-shaped. The floor

and mall portions of the adjacent walls of the pit were fire-

reddened. It would appear that the original function of the pit

was for roast food although no evidence of foodstuffs, charred

oc otherwise, was recovered from the pit. The pit last funtLoned

as a place for the interment of the deed; a situation which is

better documented in a prehistoria site (TC:C9:9) less than

am. airline mile from 7C:C9t302 (Ireland 1970:67). The existing

dimensions of this pit and its close praity to Huan Burial

Number 2 would sem to indicate a flexed (loosely?) burial.

No artifacts were found associated with this burial. A bone

bead fragment was found in an adjacent grid (47) and may have

bee part of the burial. The fill of the pit that remained at

the time of excavatton was a brownish-yellow loam with sparse

traces of charcoal.
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Human marial Number 2, TC:C9:302

This b rial ws situated 7 1/2 feet due north of HB-I. The

baural pit wms largely destroyed by machine cuts and up to one

foot of soil had been re-deposited over the pit by machines.

One of the machine cuts came within two inches of the skeleton

but apparently did not disturb it. The skeleton was lying on its

right side on the fire-reddened bottom of the pit, head to the

east, facing north in a loosely flaKed position (Fig. 24).

Grave goads consist of 144 bone beads, 20 shell beads and

a shell pendant. The bone beads were located along the back

(amth) side of the vertebra, throughout the pelvic region and

above the left famur. The shell beads were situated along the

back (suith) side of the cervical vertebra and the skull. The

shell pendent wes recovered within the bones of the left hand.

The following data was calculated by Caryl R. Mod.

Human Burial Number 2, TC:C9:302

An age of 16-17 years was established on the basis of
epiphyseal unions of longbones and upon dentition.
The distal and proxlmal ends of both the tibia and
fer have not fused and therefore, this individual
has not reached the age of 18. A maximum age of 17
can be established because the distal epiphysis of
the humerus has united with the diaphysis (Gray 1963).
The root of the 2nd maxillary molar is incomplete and,
thus a minImum age of 14-16 can be given to this in-
dividual (Brescia 1961). Because the humerus has fused,
it would indicate that the age is closer to 16 than 14.
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Sax

The criteria used to sex this individual were basically
visual. The delicate cranium with angular orbital ridges,
-mall mastoids and unilateral chin gives a df inate im-

6. pression of female.

Stature

A range in stature was calculated using two measurable
bones: the femur and tibia. A living height of 147.36+
3.816 ca. has been established. (Genoves 1967).

Pathologies

Dentition exhibit mall caries with little attrition.
The maxillary canines are protuding and the mandibluar
2nd incisors have grown inward due to crowding. Other-
wise the teeth are in excellent condition.

The fill of the pit consisted of a hard, compact brownish-

yellow loam shot with charcoal. A very thin concentration of

charcoal was found on the bottom of the pit. Six erosion-worn

cobbles each up to 11 inches in its greatest dimension were

found on the bottom of the pit around the skeleton. Each showed

evidence of beating: charred surfaces and fractures. A recent

rodent burrow entered the pit near the bottom on the west side.

2%e fill of the pit Imediately surrounding the human skull

was a water-deposited brown loam-further evidence of rodent

activity.

Although little of the burial pit remained, some statements

regarding its original dimensions and nature can be made. The

floor 'as nearly circular and measured ca. 5 1/2 feet U-S and

ca. 6 1/2 feet 3-N. The mall existing portions of the walls of

17-



the pit sloped outward indicating maxiaw dimensions were

greater than those of the floor. The fact that the floor

of the pit was fire-reddened and that it contained charcoal

and rocks that had been heated would seem to indicate that

the pit originally functioned as a roasting pit. Both burials

at TC:C9:302 resemble Human Burial Nmber 1, TC:C9:91 a nearby

site (reland 1970, 1971). Thus the original shape of both

burial pits may have been bell-shaped.

Artifacts: TC:C9:302

The only artifacts recovered from this site were asso-

clated with Human Burial Number 2.
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Sone Artifacts

144 tubular bone beads were all highly polished and free of

any surface decoration. One was considerably larger than the

others: length 3.4 cm., maximum diameter 1.3 cm. The others ranged

in length from 0.5cm. to 1.9cm. with a median of 1.2cm. The maximum

diameters ranged from 0.5cm to 1.0cm. with a median of 0.7cm.

Shell Artifacts

Twenty shell beads that appear to be of the gems Olivella

were associated with HD-2.

Also found with that burial was a shell pendant of unknown

gems (fig. 5). The length of this specimen is 2.5 cm; width 1.8 cm.

and thickness 0.2 cm.

No other artifacts of any type were recovered from TC:C9x302.

Conclusions: TC :C9:302

Little can be said regardinj the cultural or temporal affilia-

tions of the two human burials at this site. I have previously

mentioned the similarity of these two burials to one of the burials

assigned to the Upper Purgatoire Complex, A.D. 1000-1300. However,

since the skeletal specimens at TCtC9:302 lacked associated archi-

tecoare and diagnostic artifacts, they can not safely be placed in

that Ccmplea.
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FINAL CONCLUSIONS

*Included in here are reports for three architecture-bearing

sites. Each are small but constructed differently: IC:C9:9B is

a sinqle-romed circular jacal house; TC:C9:23 is a two-roomed

structure with walls of mud (earth) and stone and also of jacali

and IC:C9:24 is a stone masonry structure with two rooms. A com-

parison of the contents of these three sites would reveal many

other unevenesses.

Yet, plausible explanations can be given for the unlikeness

of the three. Architecturally, each site was constructed of readily

*.. available materials; TC.C9:9B and 7C:C9:23 were both located on

alluvium and both volumetrically constructed largely of earth;

TC:C9z24 was situated on bedrock (rinidad Sandstone) and volumetri-

cally composed largely of stone. Artifactually the dissimilarities

are, for the most part, in the realm of presences (or per cent pre-

sent) and absences. The vagaries of recovery and/or preservation

can be invoked to explain some of these differences, while many

are uadoubtedly manifest of unexplained cultural functions.

These functions or activities will not be dealt with here, hov-

ever. Rather, the tnporal and taxonoic placement of each of the

%!. sites will be licussed.

The presence of Taos incised sherds at TC:C9:23 and TC:C9:24

does permit some statements concerning the probable range of occu-

.*. pation for these two sites. Peckhm and Reed (1963) date the manu-

factre of Taos Incised in the Rio Grand. Valley as the latter part
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of the A.D. 1000-1300 period. Dick (1965) characterized the

Taos Phase (A.D. 1150-1250) at Picuris Pueblo, New Mexico, by

the prodution of Taos Black-on-white with Taos Gray produced

early in the Phase which gave way to Taos Incised which degenera-

ted shortly after A.D. 1250. Thus the probable occupation of

TC:C9:23 and TC:C9:24 was ca. A.D. 1200. The 58 sherds from

1T :C9: 23 and 14 from IC :C9: 24 tentatively identified as Sopris

Plain may or may not properly be classed as Taos Incised.

The temporal placement of TC:C9:9B poses only a slight

problem. Only Sopris Plain and one corrugated sherd can be

positively assigned to the occupation of that structure; none of

the Taos Incised or Staiper Cordmarked. The only restored vessel

of Socris Plain is from another site within the Trinidad Reser-

voir, TC:C9:19 (A site that was excavated in 1952-1953 by Haldon

Chase and is yet unreported). This restored Sopcis Plain vessel

was found in association with sherds identified by Stewart Peckham

of the Museum of New Mexico, Santa Fe as Taos Black-on-white, Red

Mesa or Escavada B/W and Taos Incised. Breternitz (1966) gives

"" the following information for the above wares:

Taos B/w
Indigenous manufacture: A.D. 1150 to 1250.

Red Mesa B/W
Indigenous manufacture: A.D. 850 or 900 to ca. 1125
Evidence of trade: A.D. 993 to 1285

Escaveda B/W
Indigenous manufacture: A.D. 925 to 1125.

The above black-on-white wares and Taos Incised sherds in asso-

ciation with Sopris Plain at TC:C9:19 would indicate that the
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manufacture of Sopris Plain occurred somewhere between the

approximate time span of A.D. 1000-1300. If my interpretation

of Chase's artifact coding system is correct, Santa Fe B/W

sherds are also associated with the Sopris Plain which would

extend the terminal date to ca. A.D. 1350. The preponderence

of Taos Incised Sherds at TC:C9:19 would seem to favor an occu-

pation of ca. A.D. 1200 or slightly later for that site. The

current level of knowledge of Trinidad area archaeology does

not permit a more precise estimation of the date of occupation

for TC:C9:g9B than ca. A.D. 1000-1300. However, if the extra-

architectural Taos Incised Sherds from TC:C9:9B can be assigned

to the contents of that site, the occupation of TC:C9-9B would

probably date ca. A.D. 1200-1250.

As mentioned previously, little can be said of the temporal

placement of TC:C9:302.

Regarding the taxonomic placement of the three above archi-

tecture-bearing sites, TC:C9:23 and IC:C9:24 are here placed in

the poorly defined Sopris Phase (A.D. 1150 or slightly later to

A.D. 1250 or 1300) of the Upper Purgatoire Complex (A.D. 1000-

1300) (Ireland 1971:50). This brings the number of sites in-

cluded in that Phase to a total of four. The archititecture

of each of these four is quite different; it is evident that

"tract housing" did not exist.

TC:C9:9B unquestionably fits into the temporal range of the

: Upper Purgatoixe Complex. However, this site will not be assigned
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to either the Sopris Phase or St. Thomas Phase until the analysis

of the only similar structure (TC:C9:20/A-B) in the Trinidad re-

gion is completed.

No statistical comparison of the contents of the sites in-

cluded in this report will be attempted.

The evidence of Plains contacts in the Upper Purgatoire Com-

plex sites has been mentioned repeatedly (Dick 1963, Baker 1964,

1967 and Ireland 1970, 1971). In the above sources Dick stated

that the cordmarked shards present in these Trinidad Reservoir

sites in small numbers did not appear to be typically Upper Re-

pablican, Baker stated they were of Upper Republican origin, while

Ireland questioned that cultural derivation vhLle offering no

alternative. The identification of sherds from sites in this

Reservoir area by Dr. Robert E. Bell, University of Oklahoma,

as Stamper Corduarked (Watson 1950:30) has eliminated that

question.

This Southern Plains ware was originally assigned to the

Optima focus of the Panhandle Aspect (Watson 1950). Recently

the definition and very existence of this focus and the other

focus of this Aspect, the Antelope Creek focus, have been seriously

questioned (see Schneider 1969t172-174). Regardless of focal

affiliations, numerous Panhandle Aspect sites bear a striking

architecturut resemblence to the stone masonry sites of the

Upper Purgatoire Comples sites. That there is an interrelationship

between these sites in the two geographical areas is evident,

but the exct nature is not. The temporal relationship, however,
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som fairly clear. A study of the Panhandle Aspect based upon

radiocarbon dating by Baerreis and Bryson (1966) indicates the

range for that Aspect is ca. A.D. 1200-1440. Thus, contact

*: between the two appears to have occurred near the end of the

Upper Purgatoire Complex and near the beginning of the Panhandle

Aspect.
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